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Transient deformation pattern in ECM space as revealed by particle tracking deformetry. The freeze front passes from left to right. The color codes
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As freeze front passes through the ET, both ECM and cells deform sequentially (a). Green dotted line marks the approximate location of freeze
front.(scale bar: 20 μm) Dual domain deformetry reveals the spatiotemporal deformation pattern of intracellular and extracellular spaces. The
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(c) for one time point, 7.2 seconds. Left panel shows ﬁrst normal strain,
middle panel shows the shear strain and right panel shows second normal
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(a) For a given time instance (7.2 second), principal deformation direction
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cell domain). The direction and magnitude shows the principal direction
of deformation quantiﬁed by the stretch ratio (λ). Extracellular space deformations are aligned with freeze front direction while intracellular space
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space (n = 4 datasets) (∗p < 0.005). Temporal evolution of intracellular
and extracellular spaces together shows that cell level deformation is signiﬁcantly higher and varies over time. Presented for three sets (c), (d),
(e). ECM deformation is relatively ﬂatter and lower in magnitude. The
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ABSTRACT
Ghosh, Soham PhD, Purdue University, December 2014. Hierarchical Cell Fluid
Extracellular Matrix Interaction in Cell Microenvironment. Major Professor: Dr.
Bumsoo Han, School of Mechanical Engineering.
Hierarchical structural interactions between components of cell microenvironment,
the extracellular matrix (ECM), cytoplasm, nucleus and ﬂuid, are important phenomena that decide cell level physiological process and tissue engineering applications.
One of those tissue engineering modalities is freezing of biomaterials, important in a
wide variety of biomedical applications including cryopreservation and cryosurgeries.
In order to design these applications, freezing-induced changes of the cells and tissues
and corresponding biophysical mechanisms need to be well understood. Although the
eﬀects of freezing on cells in suspension have been extensively studied, the intracellular mechanics of cells embedded in the extracellular matrix (ECM) during freezing
are not well understood. Since the cells embedded in the ECM are subjected to the
mechanical transmission of freezing induced ECM deformation, it was hypothesized
that the subsequent intracellular deformation depends on the cytoskeletal structure,
conﬁguration of cell-ECM adhesion and deformation at cell-ECM interface which are
anticipated to determine the outcome of freezing.
To quantify spatiotemporal deformation in cells, a new method, particle tracking
deformetry (PTD), was developed using ﬁbronectin coated polystyrene beads, that
were internalized by cells. Fibroblast-seeded dermal equivalents were used as a model
tissue. Eﬀects of particle size on the deformation measurement method were tested,
and it was found that microbeads represent cell deformation to acceptable accuracy.
The results showed complex spatiotemporal deformation patterns in the cells. Large
deformation in the cells and detachments of cells from the ECM were observed. At
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the cellular scale, variable directionality of the deformation was found in contrast to
the one-dimensional deformation pattern observed at the tissue scale, as found from
earlier studies. Subsequently, cytoskeletal structure and cell-ECM adhesion conﬁguration was varied to test the eﬀect of poroelastic parameters of cell on intracellular
deformation. It was observed that the extent of intracellular deformation was highly
dependent on the cytoskeletal structures. Rupture of cells and sudden void formation
was noted inside cell during the process. With a given cytoskeletal structure, the
nucleus and cytoplasm regions showed starkly diﬀerent deformation behavior. The
freezing-induced change in cell, nucleus, and cytoplasm volume were quantiﬁed and
was correlated to intracellular deformation. To further understand the mechanical
transmission from ECM to cell, deformation on both domains was quantiﬁed using
a newly developed method ’dual domain deformetry’. Beads of diﬀerent sizes were
used in two domains to quantify the individual deformation pattern. Deformations
in the two domains were found to be signiﬁcantly diﬀerent in terms of magnitude,
directionality and homogeneity.
The methods developed can quantify the spatiotemporal deformation in and outside cells and can be correlated to the freezing-induced change in the structure of
cytosplasm and of the cell-ECM interface. The biophysical insight generated from
this study has implications in tissue-type independent cryo-technology protocol development and general tissue engineering applications. As a broader application, this
method may be used to compute deformation of cells in the ECM environment for
physiological processes, namely cell migration, stem cell diﬀerentiation, vasculogenesis
and cancer metastasis, which have relevance to quantify mechanotransduction.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Mechanistic Study of Biological Cell
The building block of biological system, the cell, is housed in a complex microenvi-

ronment consisting of extracellular matrix (ECM), a soft material, together consisting
the tissue. The cells are connected to many ECM components by several types of connectors [1]. Numerous complex chemical and mechanical processes are continuously
ongoing to maintain the end result, the life. Since the rise of biochemistry revolution
in mid twentieth century, many aspects of life at cell level are now known, though
most of them are yet to be revealed. In addition to that, the biophysical process is
another facet of this complex mechanism, which is under active research from the
eighties of the previous century. It is a grand challenge problem to understand the
biophysical phenomena in detail at the cell and its surroundings and correlate them
to the biochemical phenomena [2]. Among several biophysical aspects of cell and its
surrounding, role of mechanical parameters is an interesting problem to investigate.
These mechanical aspects arise due to the interaction of complex hierarchical structure of cell, subcellular and extracellular components with each other and with ﬂuid
(mostly water) that perfuse the structure. The detailed understanding of this mechanism can reveal many cell and tissue level physiological processes and can be exploited
in designing, processing and manufacturing biomaterials and engineered tissues.

1.2

Layout of Thesis
In this thesis, the hierarchical interaction between cell, ECM and nucleus with ﬂuid

as a mediating medium is investigated with a speciﬁc application of tissue engineering,
tissue cryopreservation. The problem is approached from a poroelastic perspective
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where ﬂuid interacts with biological structures at microscale. It is investigated how
cell, ﬂuid and ECM interacts with each other that lead to structural deformation and
resulting altered function in cell/ tissue. Relevant background literature is reviewed
in this chapter (Chapter 1) over next two sections. A new method is developed
to quantify the spatiotemporal deformation in cell in situ while cells are attached
in extracellular matrix (Chapter 2). The method is used to reveal the mechanistic
understanding of cell-ﬂuid-matrix interaction (Chapter 3). The developed method
is further modiﬁed to elucidate the deformation propagation from ECM to cell level
(chapter 4). Conclusions of this study and future research directions are discussed in
the ﬁnal chapter (chapter 5).

1.3

Mechanical Description of Cell Microenvironment

1.3.1

Fluid Structure Interaction in Biology

Biological system is a highly complex organization with numerous components.
The most important and basic component of this multiscale hierarchical organization
is water. In adult human body average water content is 57% [3] and if looked at
microscopic level, cell has 75-90% of water. In this ﬂuidic environment the solid
structural entities survive which consists of mostly carbohydrates, proteins and lipids.
The ﬂuid and structural parts continuously interact with each other at diﬀerent scales
of time and space. Human heart handles around 5 L of blood whereas in cells a few
microlitre of water transport is typical during osmotic transport processes. Even at
smaller scale in atomistic level protein molecules continuously interact with water to
sustain basic physiological process. The solid structure in turn responds to the ﬂow
by deforming, reorganizing and redirecting the ﬂuid ﬂow. Thus ﬂuid-structure cross
talk is a ubiquitous event in biological systems.
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1.3.2

Hierarchical Structure of Cell Microenvironment

Among all these diverse spatial scales, a particular interest lies in the cell level,
which is the basic building block of life. The spatial scale of cell is typically 10100 micrometer depending on type of cell. It lies in the extracellular matrix (ECM)
consisting of proteoglycans, ﬁbrous proteins namely collagen, ﬁbronectin, tenascin,
elastin, laminin and numerous other molecules e.g. growth factors, ligands and receptors. The cell itself consists of membranes, numerous organelles, molecules and
structural entities. The key structures of the cell are actin, intermediate ﬁlament and
microtubules; they together make the cytoskeleton. At outside, the cell is connected
to the ECM through cell matrix adhesion complex (CMAC) consisting of integrin,
talin and vinculin to name a few. The ﬂuid is the abundant component in the extracellular (interstitial ﬂuid) and intracellular domain (cytosol) interacting through
a water permeable bi-lipid layer membrane. The modulation and dynamic nature of
these solid and ﬂuidic elements lead to cell proliferation, diﬀerentiation, migration,
division and many other physiological processes [4]. For example, matrix stiﬀness
was shown to be critical in deciding stem cell diﬀerentiation into cartilage, bone or
muscle cell [5]. In other work, distribution of cell adhesion anchoring site and porosity
was shown to be critical for stem cell fate [6]. Endothelial cell migration is shown
to be strongly dependent on ﬂuid shear stress, matrix mechanical parameters and
cell- cell adhesions [7]. Besides those, cell ECM interaction was shown important
in cell growth, proliferation, morphology, signalling and migration. In essence, cells
and ECM continuously cross talk with each other by chemical, electrical and mechanical means with water involved in the process. In another side, the cytoplasm
(cytoskeleton and cytosol) is connected to the nucleus, a stiﬀer structure (carries the
genetic information of cell), separated by a water permeable nuclear membrane and
attached through LINC (Linker of Nucleoskeleton and Cytoskeleton) complex. This
is explained in Figure 1.1.
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1.3.3

Probing Cell Mechanics

The mechanical behavior of cells and tissues has been studied extensively in the
last two decades, and considerable improvement has been made to mechanical characterization of the cells and ECM. The common methods to characterize the cell mechanics consists of the tools, e.g. atomic force microscopy, optical tweezers, magnetic
twisting, micropipette aspiration, shear ﬂow in channel, micropost induced stretching to name a few [8]. Though they generated a plethora of important biophysical
data, the order of magnitude of cell level mechanical properties measured by diﬀerent
methods is large, which is a limitation of cell mechanics studies. Another limiting
factor of these studies is that traditionally the mechanics of cells is characterized as an
individual isolated entity, which is much diﬀerent from the actual physiological environment where the cells are embedded in the complex extracellular matrix. To solve
this limitation, the most practiced method towards this eﬀort is the traction force
microscopy technique where the deformation is estimated on the cell surface from
ECM deformation pattern through mathematical techniques [9, 10]. But at present
true intracellular deformation measurement/ mechanical characterization is not done
yet in a physiological setting. Probing cellular mechanics in ECM environment is a
technically challenging task requiring simultaneous expertise in imaging, analysis and
interpreting the results from a physical perspective.

1.3.4

Mechanical Description of Cell

To describe the mechanical behavior of cells, multiple computational and phenomenological models have been proposed. Each of them is capable of explaining
some cell level phenomena, while they fail to explain others. It is generally modeled from an elastic, viscoelastic, tensigrity or polymer perspective [2]. The elastic
modeling of cell assumes the cell as a soft elastic material with elasticity measured
ranging from 10 to 1000 Pa, based on cell type and measurement technique [11]. The
viscoelastic description imposes a viscous component to cell with elastic part and says
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that the deformation of cell is based on the loading rate in addition to magnitude
of loading [12]. Tensegrity model proposes that some components of cell are under
tension and some are under compression together creating a mechanical balanced
structure [1]. Some even assume cell as a soup of polymers, a complex mixture of
many molecules. Allegorically, it is said that probing the mechanical description of
cell is same as the visualization of an elephant by a blind person, where diﬀerent
mechanical behavior is measured by diﬀerent techniques while there may be some
underlying connective behavior which is yet to be revealed. Though all those descriptions are capable to explaiingn several cell behaviors, they neglect the ﬂuid component
in cell. Poroelastic formulation of cell can take into account an elastic solid structure
and the ﬂuid part simultaneously.

1.3.5

Cell as Poroelastic Material

Traditionally, ﬂuid-structure interaction in biological tissues has been described
through a biphasic perspective, where the continuous medium is homogeneously
mixed with ﬂuid and solid components. This approach has been used extensively
in macroscale, speciﬁcally by bone and cartilage mechanics community. After that
even a third constituent (the solute) was brought into the model through triphasic
theory. Traditionally the biphasic models were used at tissue level and the cellular
components were neglected. However the poroelastic perspective has recently been
appreciated in cellular scale. The ﬁrst eﬀort came from Charras [13] where they
showed how pressure diﬀerence in cell can induce water transport through the poroelastic cytoskeletal structure during cell blebbing. Consequently other research eﬀorts
also revealed the signiﬁcance of cell-ﬂuid-ECM interaction in various physiological [14]
and bioengineering processes [15]. The poroelastic and biphasic theory formulations
were shown to be mathematically equivalent [16]. In this poroelastic/ biphasic model,
the solid structure is generally assumed to be an elastic material perfused with water
as the liquid phase. The elastic component of the porous structure is approximated
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to be linear. However in biological systems large deformation is much frequently encountered (described as hyperelastic theory) [17,18] and the theory of porohyperelatic
material is not well established in biological context.

1.4

Cryobiotechnology: Status and Challenges

1.4.1

Freezing of Biomaterials

Cryobiotechnology is a broad area that is applied in several tissue engineering,
tissue processing and therapeutic applications. Diﬀerent modalities of this technology include freezing of biomaterials or cryopreservation, freeze-drying, hypothermic
preservation, vitriﬁcation and desiccation. Among those, freezing of biomaterials is
adopted in a wide variety of bio-medical applications. One of them is cryopreservation
of native and engineered tissues, or even organs, used to increase their ’oﬀ the shelf’
life for later on-demand use and transplantation [19]. Preservation of biospecimens is
required for biological and tissue engineering research [20]. A recent tissue processing
application requires freeze- thaw induced decellularization of native tissues to produce
acellular structures, generally termed as scaﬀold engineering [21, 22]. That modality
of decellularization is being widely accepted over otherwise toxic chemical means. Another interesting application of freezing of biomaterial is in cryotherapy of diseased
tissues [23]. This is a minimally invasive technique used to destroy diseased tissues
while sparing normal tissue in surrounding region. Some of the application areas
include cryosurgery of several cancers e.g. in breast, colon, kidney, cervix and retina;
cryoablation of cardiac arrhythmia, cryoplasty of restenosis in coronary arteries.

1.4.2

Eﬀect of Freeze/ Thaw on Cell and Tissue

The reverse of freezing, called thawing completes the freeze/ thaw (F/T) cycle of
the process. Despite the success of cryopreservation and freezing of biomaterials applications, the outcome of this process is highly tissue type dependent. The outcome is
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determined by viability and functionality of tissue, that is associated with transport,
mechanical and optical properties of the biomaterial. The complexity of the process
is also dependent based on whether the cryopreservation is applied on tissue or on cell
suspension. For freezing of cells in suspensions, cells are destroyed by two competing
mechanisms. This is well explained by the classic ’Mazur model’ [24] which states that
at lower freezing rate, the cells are destroyed by osmotic water transport resulting
in cell shrinkage. On other extreme, during fast freezing rate the cells are destroyed
by intracellular ice formation. There is an optimum freezing rate at which cells survive the most resulting in cell survival vs freezing rate ’inverted U’ curve. For cells
in tissues, additional complications are added in the process [15, 25]. At slow freezing rate, extracellular ice formation occurs and solution eﬀects are more prominent.
During the tissue freezing, spatiotemporal interaction between ﬂuid and ECM takes
place through the following phenomena. (1) During water-ice phase change, volume
expands, (2) At the freezing interface interstitial ﬂuid transport occurs, (3) Unfrozen
ECM deforms to accommodate the interstitial ﬂuid, (4) ECM reciprocates through
the interstitial ﬂuid pressure-stress balance. As a result, ECM level microstructure
changes signiﬁcantly, the extent being dependent on tissue type. Multiple studies
were performed using magnetic resonance imaging [26], multiphoton-induced autoﬂuorescnece microscopy, second harmonic generation microscopy [27] and histological
analysis [28,29] to characterize these freezing induced structural changes. The results
indicated successful preservation of tissue in pulmonary valves and arteries [30, 31].
But signiﬁcant structural changes has been observed in articular cartilages and other
tissues [32–34].

1.4.3

Engineered Tissue and Directional Freezing

Traditionally the freezing induced interaction between intracellular and extracellular spaces has been studied using cryomicroscopy [35] [36], two step freezing
technique [37], diﬀerential scanning microscopy [38] [39]. Those studies neglected the
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mechanical presence of the ECM and assumed it as a passive structure. The studies
were performed on small tissue samples and revealed the temporal aspects of the
process, speciﬁcally the water transport parts. Later it was found that for larger
structures, which are often encountered in actual tissues and organs, spatial eﬀects
are very important as shown by spatially varying microstructural alteration [40]. To
understand the freezing induced spatiotemporal variation in tissue, a well established
strategy is using a directional freezing stage [25]. A standard model system consists
of cells embedded in/on collagen matrix, called engineered tissue/ dermal equivalent/
tissue equivalent. The temperatures of the stages can be precisely controlled and
therefore, freezing the model ET can be achieved in a spatiotemporal fashion.

1.4.4

Fluid Matrix Interaction in ECM

Approximating ECM as a poroelastic material explained freezing induced microstructural changes explained earlier. A theoretical study of this freezing induced
phenomenon was performed using poroelastic model [41]. In another study, spatiotemporal eﬀect of freezing on ECM was performed using tissue equivalent made of
collagen gel [15]. It was found that freezing enlarges the pore structure of ECM and
increases the diameter of collagen ﬁbrils. Those eﬀects were more prominent with
lower freezing temperature. The transport of ﬂuid from unfrozen to frozen region
was thought to increase the pore structure. The same freezing protocol was shown
to have diﬀerent ECM microstructure based on the matrix mechanical properties.
Porosity, elastic modulus and hydraulic conductivity were shown as critical mechanical parameters responsible for those changes. It was established that ﬂuid pressure
and mechanical stress balance each other to result in poroelastic behavior of ECM.
Therefore it was shown that mechanistic understanding of this process can be key to
rational design of F/T strategy irrespective of the tissue type.
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1.4.5

Deformation in ECM

Though the studies revealed important insight on freezing induced microstructural changes in ECM, those studies used ET without any cells. It was hypothesized
that freezing induces spatiotemporal deformation in ECM and destroys the ECM microstructure. To further investigate the role of cells in this process, and to directly
measure ECM deformation in a spatiotemporal fashion, a method named Cell Image
Deformetry (CID) was developed [42]. ET was prepared using Quantum Dot (QD)
labeled cells. Subsequently the ETs were imaged during freezing using a ﬂuorescence
microscope. Cells worked as a ﬁduciary marker in this process. Using particle image
velocimetry (PIV), the spatiotemporal deformation pattern in ET was quantiﬁed.
Maximum deformation was always observed at the freezing interface. Gradual expansion compression pattern was observed in the ET caused by local ice formation
mediated expansion and ﬂuid extrusion related compression. Also the deformation
was mostly one dimensional aligned with the direction of freeze front movement and
deformation in perpendicular to freezing direction was found minimal.
To understand the various components of this complex cell-ﬂuid-matrix interaction, research was conducted using varying cell concentration and collagen concentration in ET [43]. With both higher collagen concentration and higher cell concentration, ECM deformation and microstructural void formation was signiﬁcantly
higher. This is caused by additional strength imparted in the ECM due to increased
collagen and cell content. This study also enabled to investigate the eﬀect of diﬀerent parameters on cell viability and cell level structural changes. It was found that
cell level microstructure gets destroyed during this process. Having a higher collagen
concentration showed to better preserve the cytoskeletal structure and viability. On
other hand, increasing the cell content showed lower structural integrity and viability
for cells, suggesting critical role of ECM in preserving cytoskeletal structure. The
cells used in that study were ﬁbroblast, a type of skin cell which shows considerable ECM compaction by mechanically modulating the ECM. The results indicated
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that cytoskeletal structure resulted by diﬀerent cell and collagen concentration was
the reason for diﬀerent cell level structural breakdown and viability. All those results supported the possibility of a prominent cell ﬂuid matrix interaction during the
freezing process.

1.4.6

Eﬀect of Freezing Rate and Cryoprotectants

Several parameters of cryopreservation protocols are shown important to achieve
signiﬁcant cell viability and structural damages [44–47]. They include end freezing
temperature, freezing and warming rates, and types and concentration of cryoprotectants (CPA). Typically the eﬀects of these parameters are studied by trial and error
methods for diﬀerent tissue types, thus lacking a mechanistic understanding of the
underlying process. Some of the common cryoprotectants include dimithyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) and sucrose. CPAs lower the glass transition temperature of solution thus
preventing formation of ice and keep the frozen tissue in a soft glassy state. It also
prevents deformation by inhibiting ice formation induced local expansion. Cryoprotectants also supply the hydrogen bonds in absence of water, which are critical for
most living systems. However the CPAs have their inherent toxicity though mixture of
CPAs has shown to result in signiﬁcantly lower toxicity. It was found that increasing
freezing rate and lowering end freezing temperature adversely aﬀects the cytoskeletal
structure, cell viability and tissue microstructure and increases the ECM deformation [48]. DMSO was shown to have an opposite eﬀect by preserving the structure
and decreasing deformation but a threshold DMSO concentration was shown to exist
based on the freezing rate after which adding further DMSO could not help preserving the structure, but increasing toxic eﬀects. This study also showed that during
the freezing process cells undergo both thermodynamic and mechanical deformation.
The two components were delineated and shown to have equal contribution towards
ECM level deformation.
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1.4.7

Role of Cell and Cellular Water

Subsequently it was proposed that cells play an important role in these interactions by providing structural support to the ECM and mitigating the post-thaw
structural changes of the ECM [49]. Experiments were performed with breast cancer
cells and similar size osmotically inactive microbeads. It was found that osmotic water transport from cell plays a minimal role in the deformation of ECM and cell-ECM
structure plays the dominant role to deform the extracellular matrix. Therefore the
structural and mechanical components were shown to be more prominent for cells in
ECM. How the cells respond to the freezing and behaves as a structural hierarchy
remains an open question and needs to be investigated to understand the cell-ﬂuidmatrix interaction during freezing. The present research investigates the role of cell
in this hierarchical process through a systematic approach that gives us much insight
in the physics of tissue freezing process.
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Cell in ECM

Nucleus

Cell in suspension

Transmission of
mechanical force

Cytoplasm

Fluid flow

Cell-matrix
adhesion

Cytoskeleton

LINC complex

ECM

Fig. 1.1. Hierarchical poroelastic structure around cell microenvironment. Cell has a stiﬀ nucleus, which is connected to cytoplasm via
LINK complex. Those are potential structures for force transmission.
Cytoplasm has stiﬀ cytoskeletal structure which is connected to ECM
structures via cell matrix adhesion complex (CMAC), which transmits
force. Fluid ﬂow plays an important role in this structural hierarchy.
Fluid ﬂows through the structures in cytoplasm, nucleus and ECM.
In contrast for cells in suspension, cells are not attached to any matrix
and thus do not have any force transmitting element.
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2. MEASUREMENT OF INTRACELLULAR
DEFORMATION
2.1

Introduction
Cells have been shown to play an important role in the cell-ﬂuid-matrix inter-

actions by providing structural support to the ECM and mitigating the post-thaw
structural changes of the ECM. This protective role of the cells is thought to be associated with increased structural strength by cell-matrix adhesion and the strength of
the cytoskeleton [49]. This ﬁnding is potentially very useful to design cryomedicine
applications by i) providing a new way to preserve functional tissues with a reduced amount of toxic cryoprotective agents; and ii) controlling and modulating the
hierarchical porous structures (i.e., ECM and cytoskeleton) mechanistically during
freezing, which may enable decellularization with minimal structural change of the
ECM during freezing. In order to demonstrate this cell-mediated structural support,
it is crucial to quantify the spatiotemporal deformation of the cells attached to the
ECM during the freezing-induced complex cell-ﬂuid-matrix interactions. However, it
is very diﬃcult to measure these cellular and sub-cellular deformations (i.e., small
length scales) within very short time intervals (i.e., small time scales). Currently
available deformation measurement techniques have been developed to quantify tissue and ECM-level deformation [42] or to assess traction force distribution on the cell
periphery during slow processes such as matrix remodeling and migration [10, 50].
Thus, a new measurement method is necessary that is capable of quantifying the
rapid cellular/ subcellular deformation.
The objective of this chapter is to develop a technique to measure the intracellular
deformation of cells adhered to a collagen matrix. The technique is then applied to
quantify freezing-induced spatiotemporal mechanical loading on the cells adhered to
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the collagen matrix. As a model tissue, human dermal ﬁbroblasts labeled with ﬂuorescent nanoparticles were seeded on type I collagen matrix and exposed to freezing.
During freezing, the movement of intracellular ﬂuorescent nanoparticles was imaged
and further analyzed to determine spatiotemporal deformation of the cytoplasm. The
results are discussed to establish a mechanistic understanding of freezing-induced biophysical processes around and inside cells embedded within the ECM. The content
of this chapter is described in detail elsewhere [51].

2.2

Theoretical Background
In order to characterize the spatiotemporal intracellular deformation, the ﬁrst

and second invariants of the deformation tensors are determined as described elsewhere [52]. The underlying rationale is that invariants, which are independent of the
direction are more relevant to quantify the magnitude of the intracellular deformation
of the attached cells than the directional strains [53] since the intracellular deformation results from both aﬃne and non-aﬃne deformation with respect to the ECM
deformation [54, 55]. The invariants were computed by analyzing the deformation of
discretized triangular regions of the intracellular space as shown in Figure 2.1 (a).
The vertices of this triangular region are initially located at [Xi (0), Yi (0)](i = 1, 2, 3)
at time t = 0. This region deforms so that its vertices move to [Xi (t), Yi (t)] at time
t. The element is assumed to be planar and homogeneous while it deforms. The
deformation gradient tensor (F) can be computed from the initial and ﬁnal locations
of the vertices by a regional deformation analysis described elsewhere [56]. Then, the
Left Cauchy-Green tensor (B) can be subsequently determined from the deformation gradient tensor (F) to obtain the principal stretch ratios λ1 and λ2 , which are
the measure of deformation along the principal axes of the triangular region. These
stretch ratios are used to further calculate the ﬁrst invariant I1 = λ21 + λ22 and the
second invariant I2 = λ21 λ22 . The eigenvectors of B represent the directions of the
principal stretch ratios. The procedure is summarized in Figure 2.1(b).
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2.3

Materials and Methods

2.3.1

Cell Culture and Reagents

Human dermal ﬁbroblasts were cultured in Dulbeccos modiﬁed Eagle medium
(DMEM/F12, Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY) supplemented with 10 fetal bovine
serum, 2 mM L-glutamine, and 100 μg/mL penicillin/streptomycin. The ﬁbroblasts
were maintained in 75 cm2 T-ﬂasks at 37 ◦ C and 5% CO2. By using 0.05% trypsin
with 0.53 mM EDTA, the cells were consistently harvested at 80-90% conﬂuence
between the sixth and ﬁfteenth passages.

2.3.2

Tissue Equivalents with Fluorescent Particle-labeled Cells

Cells were labeled by internalizing ﬂuorescent microbeads (Thermoscientiﬁc, CA,
USA) according to the protocol developed earlier [57]. Brieﬂy, the required number of
cells was cultured in a petri dish for a minimum of one hour to attach the cells. 4 ml
bare DMEM was mixed with 30 g human plasma protein ﬁbronectin (Invitrogen) and
40 μl of 500 nm diameter ﬂuorescent polystyrene microbead stock solution containing
1.5 × 1011 particles/ ml (Thermoscientiﬁc). The mixture was kept at 37 ◦ C for 10
minutes. This aliquot was applied on the attached cells and incubated for 3 hours at
37 ◦ C. The microbeads were internalized by the protocol developed previously [57–60].
In these studies, it was conﬁrmed that the beads up to 1 μm in diameter could be
internalized and were not bound to the cell membrane. After incubation, the cells
were rinsed with fresh medium. The cells were then trypsinized and used to prepare
the engineered tissues. The cells were labeled with another smaller size particle, 20
nm diameter quantum dots (Qtracker 655, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), according to
the protocol described earlier [42].
Engineered tissues (ETs) were prepared after modiﬁcation of the method described
previously [43]. The ETs were made by polymerizing approximately 150 μl of collagen
solution formed according to the method described elsewhere [42] in custom-made
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circular containers so that the ﬁnal ET became 9 mm in diameter and approximately
1 mm in thickness. Microbead-labeled ﬁbroblasts were seeded on the polymerized
collagen gel. After the cells were attached, the ETs were cultured in supplemented
medium for 24 hours before the freezing procedure. The cell viability of microbeadlabeled cells 24 hours after the cells were seeded in the ET was 91.8 ± 3.8%, as found
from a membrane integrity assay.
To study the eﬀect of particle size on the intracellular deformation measurement,
cells labeled with microbeads and quantum dots (QDs) were separately used to prepare engineered tissue (cell seeding density = 2.0 × 105 cells/ ml and collagen concentration = 3 mg/ ml) as described earlier [42]. After 24 hours the cells were well
attached to the collagen gel.

2.3.3

Tissue Equivalents with Fluorescent Particle-labeled Cells

Cells labeled with microbeads and QDs were imaged at 30 second intervals for
2 hours using an Olympus IX71 microscope (Olympus, PA, USA) and a Retiga QImaging camera (Retiga, Surrey, Canada) at 40X magniﬁcation inside an incubation
stage. The movement of microbeads or QDs inside the cells was tracked using imageprocessing software (Metamorph, CA, USA).
From the spatiotemporal tracking data, the inter-particle distances for both types
of particles were computed for several pair of particles. This inter-particle distance
was normalized by initial inter-particle distance , where i and j are indices for a pair
of particles. Also the angle made by the line joining the two particles with a ﬁxed
reference line was computed and normalized by initial angle to quantify normalized
inter-particle angular orientation.

2.3.4

Directional Freezing of Engineered Tissue

To study the freezing-induced intracellular deformation in cells, ETs were directionally frozen on a cryostage (Linkam MDS 600, UK). The experimental set up is
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shown in Figure 2.2. The gels, prepared in custom-made containers, were carefully
transferred into a quartz crucible. For the directional freezing, the quartz crucible
was placed 2 mm oﬀset to the silver base of a cryostage. The cryostage was cooled in
a way to match the temperature history of ETs at the location of interest with the
temperature history at x = 2 mm obtained by a traditional directional freezing stage
as shown in Figure 2.3 [42].

2.3.5

Intracellular Particle Tracking Deformetry

ETs were imaged during freezing using a ﬂuorescence microscope (Olympus BX51,
Melville, NY) with a high-speed CMOS camera (Hispec I, Fastec Imaging, Indianapolis, IN, USA) at 40X magniﬁcation and at 10 msec intervals. The freezing and imaging procedure was controlled through a LabVIEW VI programmed to correlate the
time-lapse imaging with measured temperature at the cryostage. The captured images from high-speed imaging were post-processed using ImageJ, and the locations of
microbeads (i.e., positions for each microbead) were tracked by image-processing software (Metamorph, CA, USA). These location data were smoothed by rejecting any
outliers which are associated with artifacts during particle tracking. Subsequently,
using the 2D tracking data, the cell (a representative cell) shown in Figure 2.4(a) was
discretized into triangular elements using the Delaunay algorithm, shown in Figure
2.4(b). Triangles that were not part of the cell, or which were very thin characterized
by high aspect ratio, were rejected. The aspect ratio of the accepted triangles was
less than 2 (n=24 for the representative cell). The spatiotemporal deformation of
each triangular element was quantiﬁed by computing the invariants using the method
described in the Theoretical Background section. Through this analysis the substrate
rotation and translation were separated, and only the local intracellular deformation
was delineated.
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2.4

Results

2.4.1

Trapping of Beads

Figure 2.5 shows the time-lapse images of cells labeled with microbeads (a) and
QDs (b). During the imaging, the microbeads remain relatively stationary in the intracellular space. On the contrary, QDs move through the intracellular space without
external deformation of the cell. Representative tracks of both types of particles over 2
hours are presented in Figures 2.5(c) and (d). Although translational motion is noted,
probably due to overall movement of the cell and microscopic stage, no signiﬁcant
changes in inter-particle distance and inter-particle angular orientation are observed
for the microbeads. But for the QDs the pathlines are more random and follow a
zigzag pattern with rapid erratic movements at small scale. Normalized inter-particle
distance and inter-particle orientation for these pairs of particles are shown in Figures
2.5(e) and (f), respectively. For microbeads, the normalized inter-particle distance
remains closed to 1, conﬁrming that the particles maintain approximately the same
position with respect to each other. For QDs, the normalized inter-particle distance
is substantially variable conﬁrming that the QDs come close to each other and then
move back to farther distances. Similar results are observed for inter-particle angular
orientation. These results suggest that the microbeads are big enough not to move
through the cytoskeletal structure. Therefore, movement of the microbeads closely
follows the mechanical deformation of the cytoplasm.

2.4.2

Feasibility of Technique

In Figure 2.6, intracellular deformation for two representative cells is presented
in (a) and (b), respectively. The cells deform as the freeze front propagates (arrow
in i), and the deformation can be visualized from ﬂuorescence images (i), (ii) and
(iii). The spatial distribution of I1 at an intermediate time is presented in (iv). High
deformation in the cell during the process is characterized by a higher value of I1 .
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Spatial distribution of I2 is presented in (v). The distribution of the two invariants is
diﬀerent in the cell. The directional variability of cell deformation is presented in (vi).
The pair of arrows (perpendicular to each other) show the two principal directions
of the stretch ratios. The directions of the stretch ratios are substantially variable
throughout the cell. Also, in a given element the directions change rapidly with time
(data not shown). Contrary to the one-dimensional directional freezing measured at
the tissue level [42], the orientation of the vectors in these plots clearly indicates that
local deformations at the cell level are varied in direction with respect to the freeze
front. Similar results can be observed for another cell (b). For this cell, the lower part
of the cell ﬂips as observed from the ﬂuorescence images, which is probably caused
by cell-matrix detachment at adhesion points.

2.4.3

Complex Deformation in Cell

A time-lapse image sequence of a representative cell is shown in Figure 2.7 (a).
The top panel shows the ﬂuorescence images indicating the gradual cell deformation,
and the bottom panel surface plots show the corresponding spatiotemporal evolution of I1 in the cell. The surface plots were generated from 33 triangular elements
formed using the locations of 24 microbeads. The freeze front moves from left to
right (arrow), touches the cell at around 2 seconds, deforms the cell, and then the
freeze front sequentially passes over all elements of the cell. This results in a complex deformation pattern inside the cell. Deformation at various elements in the cell
evolves temporally. The representative elements b, c, d (shown by arrows) in the cell
show diﬀerent deformation behavior. Element b undergoes compression followed by
extension. This can be visualized by increased inter-particle distance in that region at
later time instances. Element c undergoes similar deformation but signiﬁcantly lower
deformation than in b. Elements b and c start being deformed even before the freeze
front reaches the element. This may be caused due to ﬂuid pressure induced from the
left side of the cell through compression of the extracellular matrix. Element d near
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the periphery of the cell deforms and indicates a sudden retraction-type movement.
This element is compressed from 3 to 5 seconds, extends at 7 seconds and at 9 seconds
the element comes back to a conﬁguration it had at a previous instance. This sudden
retraction may be caused by detachment of the cell from the matrix. These deformation phenomena are quantitatively presented in the bottom panel surface plots of I1 .
This plots show the spatiotemporal deformation pattern in cell. As time passes, the
cell deforms more, and the value of I1 in the cell changes at most elements. Diﬀerent
elements in the cell deform diﬀerently and show various deformation features. Some
elements become compressed (I1 < 2) and some extend (I1 > 2).

2.4.4

Temporal deformation in cell

Temporal histories of I1 for the triangular elements b, c and d indicated in (a) are
presented in Figure 2.7 (b), (c) and (d) respectively. From these plots for individual
elements, the deformation (compression/ extension) as a function of time can be
quantiﬁed. For all cases the freeze front touches the cell at 2 seconds (vertical line
i). The element in (b) is ﬁrst compressed when the freeze front approaches, reaches
a minimum I1 (vertical line ii at 4.7 seconds) and later, extension prevails after the
freeze front hits the element, reaching a maximum value of 3.8. The element in (c)
shows a similar pattern, but with signiﬁcantly lower deformation than the element
in (b), reaching maximum I1 of 1.5. The element in (d) represent a case where
detachment was observed. This detachment can be quantitatively captured from the
temporal plots where it undergoes a drastic change in value. The element undergoes
compression and extension as the freeze front approaches. At 5.2 seconds the freeze
front hits the element ( I1 = 2.2), and starts increasing steeply till 7.8 seconds,
reaching a maximum I1 = 4.8. After that within 0.8 seconds, I1 steeply decreases to
2 characterizing the detachment feature.
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2.5

Discussion

2.5.1

New Method for Intracellular Deformetry

In this work, a new method, particle tracking deformetry, is developed to measure the spatiotemporal intracellular deformation for cells attached to a collagen gel
matrix. The present results imply that cells in biological tissue may experience substantially higher mechanical loading than what is estimated from the tissue-level
measurement. However in biological systems, high deformation is abundantly encountered [17, 18]. The maximum value of I1 in some elements of cells are shown to
reach around 12, characterizing six times the element deformation with respect to the
initial state. Moreover this deformation is observed to happen over only 2-3 seconds.
This is equivalent to an area-based dilatation rate of nearly 0.1 sec−1 . From previous
cell image deformetry studies [43] performed at a similar freezing condition, the ECM
deformation was shown to have a much lower value (area-based dilatation rate = 0.01
sec−1 ) for the same freezing condition. This large mismatch in cell-level and matrixlevel deformation suggests that the cell-matrix adhesion complex (CMAC) is under
large mechanical loading and possible rupture, which implies a loss of functionality.
In addition, the sudden detachments along the cell matrix adhesion points near the
cell periphery, characterized by abrupt change in I1 , may be associated with rupture
of the CMAC. The deformation characterized by stretch ratios was variably directed
in the cell in contrast to a one-dimensional deformation pattern [42] experienced at
the tissue level. This may be due to the non-aﬃne attachment of the cells to the matrix through the CMAC. Further research to simultaneously measure the extracellular
and intracellular deformation is warranted.
One of the unique features of the present method is adopting the intracellular labeling instead of extracellular labeling adopted in other deformetry techniques. This
unique feature enables direct measurements of cytoskeletal deformation without indirect calculation of the mechanical loading at the cell periphery. However, this is only
possible when the intracellular particle movement indicates cytoplasmic deformation.
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Two possible scenarios when this assumption fails are- i) the particles are too small
so that they move through the cytoskeletal structure; or ii) too many particles are
internalized to hinder the cytoplasmic deformation. In this study it is maintained
that these two scenarios do not occur. The microbeads used for the deformation
measurement reﬂect the true intracellular deformation as they do not experience diffusive movement in the cell. It was shown earlier that the microbeads are internalized
in the endosomes of the cell and stay in the cytoskeletal structure [61]. It was also
reported that the pore size of the cytoplasm is around tens of nm [62], and particles
of comparable or larger size are trapped in the cytoskeletal structure and do not undergo diﬀusive motion. In a previous study to characterize ﬂow-induced deformation
in bone cells, the displacements of cell-bound microbeads were measured [63], where
the cells were attached to a ﬁbronectin-coated quartz slide. These previous studies,
and the eﬀect of particle size on deformation measurements reported in this work,
conﬁrm that microbead movement in the cell during cell deformation closely reﬂects
cytoplasmic deformation in a short time interval. It was estimated that a cell generally uptakes nearly 50-60 microbeads, which comprises only a small volume fraction
of the cell (0.3% of total cell volume). This conﬁrms that the presence of microbeads
minimally interferes with cellular mechanics.
The particle tracking deformetry (PTD) method for intracellular deformation measurement developed in this work has several distinct features compared to the extracellular deformation measurement performed earlier (cell image deformetry: CID).
First, this study measures the displacement and deformation by tracking the loci of
tracking points (i.e., Lagrangian). On the contrary, CID measures displacement and
deformation rate at given locations (i.e. Eulerian) by cross correlating interrogation
windows of time-lapse images. Second, CID measures locally averaged quantities at
the extracellular matrix level in certain sizes of interrogation windows. However,
PTD measures sub-cellular deformation which is not averaged, as in the ECM level.
Thus, the PTD measurement results can be substantially diﬀerent from CID results
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due to these diﬀerences in measurement technique as well as aﬃne and non-aﬃne
deformation in cell-matrix interactions [54, 55].
In spite of its unique advantage, the present method needs to be further developed
to probe the cellular/ subcellular mechanics under physiologically relevant conditions.
One of the major limitations is that the present results are a two-dimensional representation of a three-dimensional phenomenon. However, the depth of ﬁeld for the current
imaging was 0.65 micrometer which conﬁrms that the planar computation was a good
approximation. Assuming the cellular material is isotropic, the order of magnitude
of the measured deformation values would still be similar as that experienced in 3D,
and the qualitative distribution of spatiotemporal intracellular deformation revealed
by this method should be the same as in 3D. Further development is necessary to
image and track particles in the 3D domain and to subsequently analyze their deformation in order to measure actual intracellular spatiotemporal 3D deformation. The
present work aims to develop a new measurement method of spatiotemporal intracellular deformation, and ﬁbroblasts in collagen matrix were used as a model system.
However, further characterization with other cell types would be beneﬁcial to conﬁrm the applicability of the developed method to various cell and tissue types. It is
also required to measure the freezing-induced intracellular deformation for diﬀerent
freezing conditions and collagen matrix densities to understand the freezing-induced
biomechanical processes inside cells. Further research will address these issues.

2.5.2

Concluding Remarks

Though probing cell-level mechanical parameters has been actively pursued, so
far the intracellular deformations are still very diﬃcult to measure in both small
length and time scales. Currently available methods to study cell mechanics include
atomic force microscopy, optical tweezers, magnetic twisting cytometry, micropipette
aspiration, shear ﬂow in a channel, micropost-induced stretching and microrheology [8,64,65]. However, the major limitations of those methods lie in the fact that all
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of them are applied for cells in isolation or on glass substrates, which is much diﬀerent
from the actual physiological environment where the cells are embedded in the complex ECM. The traction force microscopy technique estimates force and deformation
at the cell surface from the ECM deformation pattern through mathematical techniques, but is limited to application to cells in ECM [9, 10]. The present method can
provide the capability to measure rapid intracellular deformation, and is potentially
applicable to cells in a matrix. The method described here can have broader application in probing intracellular deformation patterns and characterizing cellular mechanical parameters and mechanotransduction during physiological processes, namely
cancer metastasis, vasculogenesis, wound healing and matrix mechanics-dependent
stem cell diﬀerentiation.
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Fig. 2.1. (a) Triangular element deforms from an initial (t = 0) to
a later conﬁguration (at time t) with accompanied translation and
rotation. The initial and ﬁnal conﬁgurations are used to compute
the deformation gradient tensor. (b) Regional deformation analysis
scheme to delineate deformation from translation and rotation. Deformation gradient tensor F, Left Cauchy-Green tensor B and ﬁnally
the stretch ratios λ1 and λ2 are computed sequentially during the
method. The stretch ratios are used to compute the ﬁrst invariant I1
and second invariant I2 .
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Fig. 2.2. Experimental set-up for intracellular deformation measurement. The engineered tissue (ET) is placed in the Quartz crucible
with a spatially oﬀset setting as shown in right bottom. This allows
directional solidiﬁcation of ET. The 520 nm ﬂuorescent bead loaded
cells in the ET are imaged using the high speed camera during directional freezing process while the beads in cells are illuminated with
an excitation light. The excitation light causes the beads to ﬂuoresce.
The quartz crucible is placed on the cryostage, its temperature can
be precisely controlled and is coupled with the imaging program.
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Fig. 2.3. The ETs are frozen to mimic the temperature history (n =
3) at the ﬁeld of view to obtain similar temperature proﬁle obtained
in macroscale experiments. Especially the cooling rate was matched
near the sub-zero temperature. (a) shows the temperature history for
lower freezing rate (3.6 ◦ C/min) and (b) shows the same for higher
freezing rate (29.6 ◦ C/min).
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Fig. 2.4. (a) Fluorescent microbead-labeled cell attached on polymerized collagen gel. The dotted line shows the location of the freeze front
at a given time as it propagates gradually from left towards right. (b)
Triangular meshes have been generated using Delaunay algorithm using the tracks of the microbeads. Some triangles are rejected based
on the criteria stated in the main text. The microbeads are tracked
during postprocessing after the cell deformation experiment.
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Fig. 2.5. Movement of nanoparticles inside the cell. For microbeads
the relative position of the particles remains relatively constant (two
representative particles are marked by arrows) over a 2 hour time
interval as shown in (a). For QDs (two representative particles are
marked by arrows) the relative positions between particles change over
time as shown in (b). Loci of the two representative particles over 2
hours are presented in (c) for microbeads and (d) for QDs. The initial
positions (at t = 0) of the nanoparticles are marked by the arrows.
For microbeads, the loci are pathlines of two particles although they
look like points implying very small movement of the particles. For
the same representative pair of nanoparticles, the normalized interparticle distance with time is presented in (e). The value remains close
to 1 for microbeads but varies substantially for QDs. The same result
is observed for inter-particle angular orientation between particles (f).
This behavior was observed for several pair (n=10) of particles of both
sizes.
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Fig. 2.6. Deformation in two representative cells (a) and (b) cultured on collagen gel. Arrow in (i) shows the direction of freeze front
propagation. From the ﬂuorescence images (i), (ii) and (iii) the cell
deformation can be visualized. The surface plot (iv) shows the spatial
distribution of I1 at a given intermediate time. Surface plot for I2 is
presented in (v) at the same intermediate time. For the same time
point, the directionality of the stretch ratios is presented in (vi) for
some triangular elements. The pair of arrows represent mutually perpendicular principal stretch ratios (magnitude and directions found
as eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Left Cauchy Green Tensor B). The
scale bar represents the unit stretch ratio with reference to the size
of the arrows. Spatially they are variably oriented in the cell and
diﬀerent in magnitude from one part of the cell to the other.
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Fig. 2.7. Spatiotemporal intracellular deformation for a representative cell cultured on collagen gel. The top panel in (a) shows the
deforming cell with internalized ﬂuorescent microbeads. The arrow
at bottom of the 3 sec image shows the direction of freeze front propagation. Bottom panel in (a) shows the surface plot of I1 for the same
time points. The individual temporal evolution of I1 for the three triangular elements indicated by b, c, d in (a) are presented in (b), (c)
and (d), respectively.
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3. ROLE OF INTRACELLULAR POROELASTICITY
3.1

Introduction
Cells in the ECM plays a critical role to result in alteration of ECM deformation

and microstructure through their osmotic behavior [49]. Several studies indicated
that besides ECM microstructural changes, cytoskeletal damage was observed during
freezing but it has not been well understood or quantiﬁed [43, 48] . Also, it has
been suggested that post-thaw cell viability signiﬁcantly changes when the cells are
attached to each other in a monolayer compared to cells in suspension [66]. These
results imply the possible role of mechanical stimuli in cryoinjury mechanisms besides
traditionally considered osmotic water transport and intracellular ice formation based
cryoinjury mechanisms [24]. This mechanical stimulus is anticipated to result in
intracellular deformation, which can aﬀect the cell viability as well as biological,
structural and functional outcomes at cell level. Subsequently it is important to study
intracellular deformation that may reveal detailed understanding of freezing-induced
structural changes inside cell during the complex cell-ﬂuid-matrix interaction [43].
The objectives of the present study are, thus, to investigate the freezing-induced
intracellular deformation to understand the mechanical transmission of ECM deformation and subsequent intracellular mechanics. In order to study this, the cell is
approximated as a poroelastic material that consists of a porous cytoskeletal structure perfused with viscous cytosol [11, 67, 68]. As a model tissue, dermal equivalents
were prepared using type 1 collagen gel and ﬁbroblasts. It is hypothesied that cytoskeletal structure and conﬁguration of cell-ECM adhesion are two critical factors
that govern the poroelastic nature of cell during freezing induced cell-ﬂuid-matrix interaction. To elucidate the detailed interaction mechanism, the cytoskeletal structure
was modulated by diﬀerently embedding the cells in collagen matrix [69]. Diﬀerent
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cell seeding conﬁguration was shown to generate cells with diﬀerent degrees of stress
ﬁber formation and diﬀerent cell morphology which indicates diﬀerent cytoskeletal
structure and cell-ECM adhesion [69, 70]. The cells in the matrix were imaged while
the ET was directionally frozen to measure the spatiotemporal intracellular deformation by a recently developed technique called particle tracking deformetry [51]. The
eﬀects of cell orientation in the ECM and cooling rate on intracellular deformation
were investigated. Further, freezing-induced intracellular volume change was quantiﬁed. The results are discussed from a poroelastic perspective to understand the
structural changes at the cellular scale during freezing. The outcomes of this study
may signiﬁcantly improve understanding of the mechanical principles behind complex
cell-ﬂuid-matrix interactions and help in rational design of tissue/ cell-independent
cryo-technology protocols.

3.2

Materials and Methods

3.2.1

Preparation of Engineered Tissue (ET)

Engineered tissues were prepared from type 1 collagen gel with the ﬂuorescent
particle-labeled ﬁbroblasts after modifying the method described previously [42, 43,
51]. Three groups of ET with diﬀerent cell seeding conﬁgurations were made to result
in three diﬀerent cytoskeletal structures as schematically described in Figure 3.1. The
three groups are 3D STR (stressed cells within stretched 3D matrix), 3D CTR (loosely
connected cells within 3D ﬂoating matrix) and 2D (cells adhered on the collagen
matrix). ETs were prepared in custom-made containers as described previously [51].
3D STR and 3D CTR structures were prepared in the containers by polymerizing
collagen ( 3 mg/ml collagen concentration) homogeneously mixed with cells (2.0×105
cells/ml) [42]. For making the 3D STR group, the glass base of the container was
plasma treated so that the ETs were attached to the surface. However, for 3D CTR
the glass base of the container was not plasma treated such that the ETs can compact.
The 2D cell structures were created by polymerizing collagen in the container and
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seeding the cells on top of the polymerized collagen matrix at a concentration to
match the area-based cell density as with the 3D groups via the approximate number
of cells in the ﬁeld of view. The ETs were cultured in supplemented DMEM/F12 for
approximately 24 hours. Figure 3.1 fourth column shows the ﬂuorescence micrographs
of the cell cytoskeletons with diﬀerent seeding conﬁgurations after 24 hours. The 2D
cells have a relatively ﬂat structure with prominent stress ﬁber bundle formation.
The 3D STR cells have a spindle-like structure with stress ﬁbers, and the 3D CTR
cells have a rounded morphology with dendritic extensions. For the 2D and 3D
STR groups, gel compaction was not noted. However, in the 3D CTR group, gel
compaction was noted. The initial gel diameter was 9 mm, and after compaction the
diameter was 6.8±0.2 mm, representing a linear dimensional compaction of around
24% comparable to the linear dimensional compaction of 18% reported previously for
same type of collagen gel [42].

3.2.2

Quantiﬁcation of Cell Deformation

The intracellular deformation was measured according to the method described
previously [51]. Brieﬂy, the cells were imaged during directional freezing using a ﬂuorescence microscope (Olympus BX51, Melville, NY) and a high-speed camera (Hispec I, Fastec Imaging, Indianapolis, IN, USA). Paths of the individual microbeads
in a cell, given as two-dimensional coordinate locations [Xi (t), Yi (t)] were tracked by
image-processing software (Metamorph, CA, USA) from the captured images. After
smoothing the paths, the cells were discretized into triangular elements using the
initial locations of the microbeads. For each triangular element, the deformation gradient tensor (F) and left Cauchy-Green tensor (B) were computed from the tracking
data of the triangle vertices. Subsequently, the principal stretch ratios λ1 and λ2
were computed as the square root of the eigenvalues of B. The principal stretch ratios are measures of deformation along the principal axes of each triangular region.
These stretch ratios were used to further calculate the ﬁrst invariant I1 = λ21 + λ22 ,
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as it quantiﬁes the magnitude of local deformation [51] irrespective of the direction
of deformation. For each element, the maximum value of I1 , given by max(I1 ) was
taken as the measure of maximum deformation undergone by that element.

3.2.3

Quantiﬁcation of Cell Pore Size

To quantify the pore size of the cytoskeleton, a microrheological technique was
used. Cells labeled with quantum dots (QDs) were used to prepare engineered tissue
with diﬀerent cytoskeletal structures as described earlier [42]. The cells were imaged
under a ﬂuorescence microscope every 10 second for 20 minutes. The random motion
of the particles was subsequently tracked and mean square distance of individual
particle was computed from the tracking data given by M SD = (X(t) − X(0))2 +
(Y (t) − Y (0))2 , where X(t), Y (t) is the location of the particle. That is used to further
compute the diﬀusivity D of the particle given by M SD = 4Dt, where t is the total
time. The free diﬀusivity of the same particle was computed from D0 =

kB T
,
6πηrp

where η

is the viscosity of water and rp is the particle radius. The ratio of these two diﬀusivities
can be correlated to the ratio of particle radius rp and pore radius rP , given by λ =

rp
rP

through the Renkin correlation D/D0 = (1 − λ)2 (1 − 2.1044λ + 2.088λ3 − 0.948λ5 ).
From this equation, the pore radius can be computed.

3.2.4

Characterization of Intracellular Volume Change

To characterize the change in volume of intracellular components, the areas of
the cell, nucleus and cytoplasm were computed before and after freezing. Cells were
assumed to be isotropic, and projected area of the intracellular component was used
accordingly for relative estimation of volume. The cell area was manually computed
in ImageJ by thresholding the ﬂuorescent image. The nucleus area was computed
from the area of the hollow region inside the cell, the area void of ﬂuorescent beads.
Subsequently, the cytoplasm area was given by the diﬀerence between the cell area
and nucleus area. The procedure is explained in Figure 3.2 (b).
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3.2.5

Statistical Analysis

Each experimental group was repeated at least three times (n ≥ 3). Pore radius
from diﬀerent groups were compared using the student t-test. The diﬀerences between
cytoskeletal structure groups were analyzed using Kruskal-Wallis one-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA), and pairwise comparisons were performed using the WilcoxonMann-Whitney test. For comparing the eﬀects of diﬀerent freezing rates, WilcoxonMann-Whitney test was used. For intracellular area change analysis, results are
reported as mean and standard deviation of the mean, and the student t-test was
performed. For all cases, p ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically signiﬁcant.

3.3

Results

3.3.1

Hyadraulic Property of Cells

From the microrheological study, the pore radius of 3D CTR group was found the
highest, 21 nm, which was signiﬁcantly higher than 3D STR and 2D groups which
had an approximate pore radius of 11 nm. Therefore the ﬂuid can pass more easily
through the 3D CTR structure. Therefore hydraulic properties of the experimental
groups diﬀer.

3.3.2

Spatiotemporal Deformation Pattern in Cells

Deformation pattern in 3D STR cells during freezing are presented in Figure 3.3.
A representative cell with internalized beads is presented in (a). From the ﬂuorescence
micrographs, it can be noted that the microbeads are mostly located near the cell
body and not in the ﬁber extensions, probably because the beads are too large to
enter the thin cytoplasmic extensions. Cells deform while the freeze front passes
by as noted from (b) and (c). Beads were observed to suddenly disperse creating
multiple void-like structures as marked in (ii). Detailed time-lapse image sequence of
a representative 3D STR cell during freezing is presented in (d). In this cell, the freeze
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front approaches from the left side and passes over the cell, resulting in deformation
of the cell. While the freeze front passes the cell, the location marked by (II) is seen
to rupture with a void-like structure formed in the cytoplasm . Surface plots of I1 ,
the ﬁrst invariant of the stretch ratios, presented in (e) reveal the spatiotemporal
nature of the intracellular deformation. In some parts of the cell I1 = 20 is reached,
compared to the lowest I1 = 1.5 in other parts of the cell at the same time instant,
which implies that local deformation in some parts of the cell is an order of magnitude
higher than in other parts located only a few microns apart. The temporal evolution
of I1 for the elements marked by arrows in (d) and in the triangulated cell (f), are
presented in (g). The elements in (I) and (II) are spatially adjacent, only 4 microns
apart, but undergo signiﬁcantly diﬀerent deformation histories by magnitude, though
temporally they are qualitatively similar. For element (II), a rapid increase in I1 is
observed from about 2 second to 2.6 seconds compared to the adjacent element (I),
resulting in a void-like structure formation.
Figure 3.4 demonstrates the deformation pattern in 3D CTR cells. (a) shows a
representative 3D CTR cell with internalized beads. For this cell, too, the beads were
not found in the dendritic extensions for the same reason explained earlier. The freezing condition is the same as in the 3D STR case described in Figure 3.2. However, the
3D CTR cell deformed in a diﬀerent manner than the 3D STR cell, as characterized
by lower deformation and lack of void-like structure creation. Two cells during freezing shown in (b) and (c) indicate that no signiﬁcant cell deformation occurs during
freezing. Detailed time-lapse image sequence of a representative 3D CTR cell during
freezing is presented in (d) and spatial surface plots of I1 are presented in (e). The
global maximum value of I1 is only 5, as presented in surface plots. Temporal deformation pattern of two elements (I) and (II) marked in (d) and (f) are plotted in
(g).
Similar spatial deformation gradient in cells was noted for the 2D cells (data
not shown). For 2D cells, too, detachment from the ECM was noted, characterized
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by retraction-type movement at some parts of the cell, similar to the rupture and
structural void creation described for the 3D STR cells.

3.3.3

Eﬀect of Cytoskeletal Structure on Intracellular Deformation

The diﬀerences between the deformations undergone by the three diﬀerent cytoskeletal structures are presented in Figure 3.5. For the same freezing condition
(lower cooling rate), from the distribution of highest deformation in elements and
from the statistical analysis, it was observed that the 3D STR cells undergo the highest deformation followed by 2D and ﬁnally by 3D CTR cells. Figure 3.5 shows that a
large fraction of cell elements in 3D CTR undergo only small deformation. Approximately 84% of the elements have Max (I1 ) less than 4, and only 16% more have a
value between 4 and 6. No element undergoes higher deformation than Max (I1 ) =
6. For 2D cells, 65% of the elements have Max (I1 ) < 6, but the other 35% of the
elements are distributed in a higher deformation range. For 3D STR cells, 55% of
the elements undergo deformation above the value of 6. A large number of elements
(around 50%) lie in the 12 < Max (I1 ) < 16 and Max (I1 ) > 22 ranges. This shows
that modulation of the cytoskeletal structure and the status of cell-ECM adhesion
results in signiﬁcantly diﬀerent intracellular deformation patterns.

3.3.4

Role of Cell Orientation and Region Speciﬁcity on Cell Deformation

The role of cell orientation on freezing-induced deformation is presented in Figure 3.6. As ﬁbroblasts in the 2D morphology have a well-deﬁned orientation with
respect to the freeze front, this study was performed on the 2D cells only. Diﬀerent
deformation patterns were observed in diﬀerently oriented cells. For an inclined cell,
the freeze front hits one end of the cell and gradually passes the cell by deforming
the elements sequentially. However, for aligned cells the freeze front hits the whole
cell at almost the same time instant and deforms all parts of the cell simultaneously.
For these two cell orientations, further deformation patterns were observed speciﬁc to
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each cell region. The cell regions are the intra-pericellular region (region comprised
mostly of cytoplasm) and the intra-perinuclear region (region comprised mostly of
nucleus). For the inclined cell, the intra-pericellular region deforms signiﬁcantly, but
the intra-perinuclear region deforms to a lesser extent. This is shown in (a). However,
for the aligned cell as presented in (c), signiﬁcant deformation is observed in both the
intra-pericellular and intra-perinuclear regions.
This region-speciﬁc deformation pattern based on cell orientation is further generalized in (b) (inclined) and (d) (aligned) after averaging over multiple cells. It can be
observed that for inclined cells, intra-perinuclear elements undergo signiﬁcantly lower
deformation than the intra-pericellular elements. Only 15% of the elements in the
intra-perinuclear region undergo deformation with Max (I1 ) > 5. However, for the
intra-pericellular region, the fraction is > 40%. Almost 20% of the intra-pericellular
elements undergo a large deformation characterized by Max (I1 ) > 10. However, for
aligned cells, both regions deform to a similar extent as suggested by a high p value
while comparing the groups statistically. These results indicate that the cell attachment to the ECM and the relative orientation of the freeze front propagation with
respect to the cell results in signiﬁcantly diﬀerent spatial intracellular deformation,
even though they have same cytoskeletal structure.

3.3.5

Change in Intracellular Area

The change in area for cells and intracellular regions, namely the nucleus and
cytoplasm, are presented in Figure 3.7. For 3D STR cells, cell area decreases by 5%,
the cytoplasm area decreases to a larger extent (15%), but the nucleus area increases
by 30% after freezing, as shown in (a) and (e). From (b) and (e) it can be noted
that in 3D CTR cells none of the area changes are signiﬁcant (all changes < 5%).
For 2D cells, the area change of cells is prominent as in 3D STR cells. However,
based on the inclination of the cells with respect to the freeze front, the nucleus
and the cytoplasm areas change in diﬀerent manners. For inclined cells (c and f),
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where the freeze front sequentially passes the cell, the cell area decreases by 5%, the
cytoplasm area decreases (10%) but the nucleus area increases by 5%. The changes
in cytoplasm and nucleus areas are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent. However, for aligned cells
(d and f), where the freeze front hits the entire cell at around the same time, the
cell area, the cytoplasm area, and the nucleus area decrease altogether. All the area
decreases are 20% or higher. Also, the insigniﬁcant diﬀerence between the cytoplasm
and nucleus results suggests that their areas decrease to a similar extent.

3.3.6

Eﬀect of Cooling Rate on Cell Deformation

The eﬀect of cooling rate on the cell deformation is presented in Figure 3.8. The
cells are of the 2D conﬁguration for both cooling rates. It is noted that a comparable
fraction of elements lie in the various deformation intervals of Max (I1 ) for the two
cooling rates. For both cases around 65% of the elements lie in the interval 2 <
M ax(I1 ) < 6, and a similar trend is observed for higher deformation intervals. The
two groups deform in a signiﬁcantly similar manner as suggested by the high p value.
This result indicates that for the range of cooling rates encountered in this study (
2 ◦ C/ min to 30 ◦ C/ min), cells deform similarly.

3.4

Discussion

3.4.1

Poroelastic Nature of Deformation

In this study, large spatial and temporal variations of the deformation were observed in cells during freezing. Traditionally in cryobiology, cellular cryoresponse has
been explained by the competitive role of osmotic pressure-driven water eﬄux from
cells and intracellular ice formation from a temporal perspective [24]. In those studies, intracellular deformation has been assumed spatially uniform or neglected. This
work shows that the spatial nature of freezing-induced intracellular deformation in
cells is also signiﬁcant. This spatiotemporal deformation is thought to be caused by a
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combination of local mechanical loading and osmotic-pressure driven water transport.
Such behavior can be explained by the poroelastic nature of the cells. In poroelasticity the material deformation is attributed to the stiﬀness of the solid structure and
the ﬂuid transport parameters namely hydraulic conductivity. The cellular dilatation e, i.e., volumetric expansion, is spatiotemporally governed by the consolidation
equation [67], [15] given as

δe
δt

=

KE(1−ν)/(1+ν) δ 2 e
(1−2ν)
δx2

where E is the Young modulus of

the solid matrix, ν is the Poissons ratio, and K is the hydraulic conductivity of the
porous structure. Thus, the dilatation is determined by the equilibrium between the
local mechanical stress of the cytoskeleton and the hydrostatic pressure of the cytosol.

3.4.2

Cytoskeletal Structure

Although engineered tissues with diﬀerent cytoskeletal conﬁguration were subjected to similar freezing condition, the intracellular deformation was signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent depending on cytoskeletal structures and status of cell-ECM adhesion. This
implies that those two factors have critical role in deciding the mechanical deformation of cells during freezing. The mechanistic understanding of these parameters is
studied before in other contexts. The force required to activate the cell matrix adhesion complex has been shown to be generic, independent of tissue type [71]. In
another study, it was shown that presence of cytoskeletal stress ﬁber is the principal
contributor to decide stiﬀness of the cell and modulation of cytoplasm stiﬀness by
chemical means can result in a range of values of elastic modulus from 20 Pa to 70
Pa with varying stress ﬁber formation in cells [11]. Thus it is likely that cytoskeletal
stiﬀness may aﬀect the intracellular deformation. For 2D and 3D STR, it is expected
from cell morphology and stress ﬁber formation that those two groups have similar
cytoskeletal structure and cell-matrix adhesion complex. 2D cells have characteristic
stress ﬁber bundles made of actin ﬁlaments which may result in a stiﬀ mechanical
structure. The 3D STR cells have spindle like morphology with stress ﬁbers but less
prominent than 2D groups. This may lead to less stiﬀ mechanical structure in 3D STR
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groups. Therefore, during similar freezing condition, the 3D STR cells deform more
than 2D cells. For 3D CTR cases, not only the cell lacks the mechanical structure
characterized by stress ﬁber but also the cell matrix adhesion complex is expected to
be poorly formed than 2D or 3D STR cases. This lack in structural integrity may be
the reason 3D CTR cells do not respond to the freezing as the other two groups do.
Figure 3.9 explains the relation between cell deformation for diﬀerent cytoskeletal
structures with cell viability and structural integrity by a proposed mechanism. For
3D CTR cell, the cells do not deform much. The high porosity helps the ﬂuid to
ﬂow smoothly without much hindrance with structures. This result in low structural
damage and relatively high cell viability. 3D STR is moderately stiﬀ and has better
cell ECM adhesion than 3D CTR. This results in higher cell deformation. Eventually
the cytoskeleton may ﬂuidize and recover better as proposed by some literature [72].
This leads to low structural damage and relatively high cell viability. However for
very stiﬀ 2D cells, the cell cannot deform much and breaks down thus leading to
complete structural damage and low cell viability.

3.4.3

ECM-Cell-Nucleus Hierarchy

The present work also suggests the existence of a hierarchical poroelastic framework in the tissue comprising ECM, cytoplasm and the nucleus. It was reported previously that cytoskeleton and CMAC are parts of a hierarchical mechanical structure
maintained through tensegrity of cellular elements [1]. Later, the role of intracellular
ﬂuid transport in freezing-induced hierarchical cell-ﬂuid-matrix interaction has been
elucidated by comparing cell-induced ECM deformation with deformation in ECM labeled with osmotically inactive microbeads [49]. However the present study indicates
that besides cell-ECM hierarchy, a cytoplasm-nucleus hierarchy also exists. Nucleus
and cytoplasm showed signiﬁcantly diﬀerent poroelastic behavior, as indicated by different deformation and area changes in these two intracellular regions. The increase
in nucleus area for 3D STR cells may be due to inﬂux of water through the water-
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permeable nuclear membrane. This is further illustrated in 2D cells with diﬀerent
orientations. For inclined cells, the deformation of the nucleus was less than the cytoplasm deformation, and there was an increase in nucleus area post freezing. This
may result from water redistribution in the cell from the cytoplasm to nucleus. For
aligned cells the nucleus and cytoplasm area both decreased, and their deformation
was comparable, which suggests that water inﬂux through the nuclear membrane was
not possible, as the entire cell was hit by the freeze front almost simultaneously. The
cell-ECM hierarchy is also observed in this study. For similar freezing conditions, the
intracellular deformation is signiﬁcantly higher than the extracellular matrix deformation [48, 51]. The discontinuity between cell and matrix deformation may lead to
rupture of cell from matrix as observed in the 2D and 3D STR cases. The formation
of voids in 3D STR cells may be caused by structural breakdown at the cytoskeleton
due to rupture at the cell matrix adhesion complex (CMAC), as both are parts of an
integrated structural hierarchy.

3.4.4

Cell Orientation

In previous works, it was found that freezing-induced ECM deformation is mostly
one dimensional, almost perpendicular to the freeze front [43]. But this study shows
that diﬀerent cell orientations may result in signiﬁcantly diﬀerent cell deformation
patterns. The cells are connected to the ECM via CMAC by local non-aﬃne connections with collagen ﬁbers. However, changing the bulk mechanical properties of
biomaterials is shown to shift the non-aﬃne local behavior to bulk-aﬃne deformation
of a continuum network [73]. Cells with the same cytoskeletal structure have been
shown to respond diﬀerently to mechanical loading based on their relative orientation
in the substrate due to their bulk-aﬃne nature in the ECM [74–77]. Based on those
studies and the present results, it is anticipated that, during directional freezing of
biomaterials, cells may respond diﬀerently based on their relative orientation in the
ECM, but this is not conﬁrmed so far. This study shows that the bulk-aﬃne na-
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ture of cell deformation is in stark contrast to the ECM deformation where they are
subjected to the same freezing condition.

3.4.5

Concluding Remarks

The results of the present study have implications in addressing the challenges of
tissue-type dependent cryo-technology protocols. The poroelastic parameters, namely
stiﬀness and hydraulic conductivity, can be adequate for designing the freezing strategy. The cell-ﬂuid-matrix interaction during tissue freezing is a complex biophysical
phenomenon where cell-matrix adhesion, the mechanical properties of the cell, osmotic transport, and interaction of the mechanical structures with interstitial ﬂuid
are closely intertwined. Present work may lead to better understanding of this process which is relevant in more general tissue engineering applications beyond tissue
cryo-technologies, and in physiological processes where cell-matrix interaction and
the poroelastic behavior of cells play important roles.

2D
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20 μm

3D STR

Gel attached

3D CTR

Gel attached

Gel contracts

Fig. 3.1. Schematic of cell seeding procedure in collagen gel to generate diﬀerent cytoskeletal structures at leftmost column. Photographs
of those ETs are presented in second column. Third column shows
the bright ﬁeld image of the cells. Fourth column shows ﬂuorescence
micrographs of cytoskeletal structures for ﬁbroblasts after they were
immunostained. Cells were immunostained according to a protocol
described previously [42]. 2D and 3D STR cells show stress ﬁber formation, but 3D CTR cells lack stress ﬁbers and are round shaped
with dendritic extensions. (scale bar: 20 μm).
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(b)

Pore radius

(a)

Fig. 3.2. (a)Cells with diﬀerent cytoskeletal structures have different pore radius, thus diﬀrent degree of ﬂuid transport properties. (b)Intracellular area measurement for a representative cell using
image-processing software (ImageJ). The white region is the cytoplasm labeled with ﬂuorescent beads. From manual boundary tracking, the cell area was computed. The hollow region inside the cell is
the nucleus. Its boundary was also traced, and from that boundary,
the area of the nucleus was computed. The cytoplasm area is given
by the diﬀerence between the cell area and nucleus area.
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Fig. 3.3. Spatiotemporal deformation pattern in 3D STR cells. (a)
Pesudocolored ﬂuorescence image overlapped with bright ﬁeld image for a cell. Most beads are located near the cell body. (b) and
(c) Snapshots of 2 cells during freezing. In both cases freezing induced deformation and void-like structure creation can be noted in
(ii) while compared to (i) inside the dotted box region. (d) shows
the ﬂuorescence micrographs of a representative cell (labeled with
microbeads) undergoing freezing-induced deformation. The dotted
line at the frame t = 2.6 sec, shows the approximate position of the
freeze front while it passes over the cell. High deformation results in a
void-like structure formation at the arrowed regions (arrows marked
at frame t = 1.4 sec). (e) shows the surface plot of I1 , presenting the
spatial deformation pattern in the cell for the same time frames as in
(d). The approximate location of the cell nucleus is marked by the
dotted closed curve. (f) The triangulated cell used to compute spatiotemporal deformation. In (g) shown the temporal evolution of I1
for the two elements (I) and (II) marked by arrows in (d) and f). Dotted vertical line indicates the instance when the freeze front is passing
through those elements. Maximum deformation in the corresponding
elements is marked by max (I1 ). (scale bar: 20 μm).
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Fig. 3.4. Spatiotemporal deformation pattern in 3D CTR cells. (a)
Pesudocolored ﬂuorescence image overlapped with bright ﬁeld image
for a cell. (b) and (c) Snapshots of 2 cells during freezing. Cells did
not deform during freezing as much as noted in 3D STR cells. (d)
Time-lapse ﬂuorescence micrographs of a representative cell undergoing freezing-induced deformation. Dotted white line represents the
approximate location of freeze front. (e) Spatial surface plots of I1
for the same time frames as in (d). (f) The triangulated cell. For two
representative elements (marked by arrows in the ﬂuorescence micrograph, at t = 2 sec) in (d) and (f), the temporal evolution of I1 is
presented in (g). (scale bar: 20 μm).
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Fig. 3.5. Eﬀect of diﬀerent cytoskeletal structures on intracellular
deformation; all are subjected to same cooling protocol (lower rate).
Boxplot shows the maximum deformation (I1 ) of individual elements.
Median and quartiles for each group are shown and the diﬀerence
in distribution of maximum I1 between groups can be noted. From
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, the pairwise diﬀerence between groups
was statistically signiﬁcant (∗p < 0.005, ∗ ∗ p < 0.0001, ∗ ∗ ∗p < 0.01).
From Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA test the overall diﬀerence between three
groups was statistically signiﬁcant (p < 0.0001).
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Fig. 3.6. Eﬀect of cell orientation on intracellular deformation in 2D
cells. Approximate principal axis in cell was constructed by joining
the endpoints of the cell. The relative orientation of this axis with
respect to the freeze front was characterized by the angle between the
cell axis and the direction of freeze front propagation (propagation
is from left to right). In (a) an inclined cell (inclination < 60 ◦ ) is
presented with ﬂuorescence micrographs and surface plots of I1 . In
(c) an aligned cell (inclination > 70 ◦ ) is presented with ﬂuorescence
micrographs and surface plots of I1 . The intraperinuclear region for
inclined cells does not go through signiﬁcant deformation compared
to the intrapericellular region. For aligned cells both regions deform
signiﬁcantly. Distribution of maximum I1 for the cell elements is
presented in (b) for inclined cells and in (d) for aligned cells. Nuc:
intraperinuclear region and cyto: intrapericellular region. Median
and quartiles for each group are shown in the boxplots. A signiﬁcant diﬀerence was noted between the inclined cell, intraperinuclear
and intrapericellular regions (∗p < 0.05), but for aligned cells, the
diﬀerence was not signiﬁcant (p > 0.5). (scale bar: 20 μm).
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Fig. 3.7. Change of area for cell, cytoplasm and nucleus. (a) A cell
of group 3D STR, (b) A cell of group 3D CTR, (c) A 2D cell with
inclined conﬁguration, (d) A 2D cell with aligned conﬁguration. For
all cases, ﬂuorescent images of the cells before and after freeze front
passed are presented. Changes in nucleus and cell area can be noted
from the images. For (a) and (c) the nucleus area increases, but for
(d) the nucleus area decreases. For (b), all the areas remain almost
constant. Percent change in area is quantiﬁed for 1. cell, 2. cytoplasm
and 3. nucleus in (e) 3D STR and 3D CTR cells and (f) 2D cells
with diﬀerent inclinations, presented as mean with standard deviation
about mean. For 3D STR, cell area decreases, nucleus area increases
while cytoplasm area decreases (∗p < 0.0005). For 3D CTR, none of
the areas change signiﬁcantly (p > 0.05). For 2D inclined cells, cell
area decreases, nucleus area increases while cytoplasm area decreases
(∗ ∗ p < 0.02), but for aligned cells, all the areas decrease (p > 0.05).
No signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the nucleus area decrease and the
cytoplasm area decrease suggests that the nucleus and cytoplasm area
decrease similarly. (scale bar: 20 μm).
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Fig. 3.8. Eﬀect of cooling rate on intracellular deformation, both cases
being 2D cells. Maximum deformation (I1 ) of individual elements is
presented in the boxplot. Median and quartiles for each group are
shown. Distribution of data for the two groups is similar. From
the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, the pairwise diﬀerence between the
groups was not statistically signiﬁcant (p > 0.5).
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Fig. 3.9. Proposed mechanism of cytoskeletal deformation and its
correlation with cell viability and structural damage, as a function of
cell matrix adhesion and cell stiﬀness. In diﬀerent regimes, diﬀerent
damage mechanisms prevail.
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4. HIERARCHY OF CELL ECM DEFORMATION
4.1

Introduction
The ECM (Extracellular Matrix) plays a crucial role to decide the physiological

and mechanical behavior of cells as discussed in chapter 1. Cells, in turn, are also
responsive and remodel the ECM through chemical and mechanical signals. In freezing of biomaterials, the role of ECM has been elucidated in several studies [19, 43].
The microstructural change at both cell and ECM during the process was thought
to be caused by cell ﬂuid matrix interaction. For freezing of tissues, solution eﬀect
was shown to be minimal contrary to cells in suspension where osmotic transport is
important. [49]. Rather, mechanical structure of cell, ECM and their connectors were
shown to be key parameters . Modulation of cytoskeletal structure and cell ECM
adhesion signiﬁcantly aﬀect the cell level deformation as shown in chapter 3 because
of those diﬀerencse in mechanical structure. The deformation inside cells was found
large, multidirectional and having a non aﬃne nature. Also, in several instances,
cell detachment was observed. From previous reports, it was estimated that the extracellular matrix undergoes much lower deformation than the cell and matrix level
deformations are also directional, aligned with freeze front [42]. This indicates that
cells and ECM respond signiﬁcantly diﬀerently during the freezing process, but the
detailed physical understanding is presently lacking.
To understand the hierarchical mechanical transmission between cell and ECM
during freezing, it is required to measure extracellular and intracellular deformation
simultaneously. Traditionally, traction force microscopy uses beads inside ECM to
quantify ECM induced traction on cell surface [10,50]. Those methods are applicable
for slow processes, which take place over hours though they do not measure intracellular deformation. For fast processes as in freezing of biomaterials, no method presently
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exists which is capable to measure intracellular and extracellular deformation at the
same time. To overcome this challenge, a method called ’Dual Domain Deformetry’
(DDD) is developed. The simultaneous measurement can quantify the deformation
at both extracellular and intracellular domains with acceptable accuracy. Engineered
tissues were prepared with smaller microbead ingested cell and bigger microbeads in
ECM. ETs were imaged during directional freezing. An earlier developed ’Particle
Tracking Deformtery’ technique was modiﬁed to quantify spatiotemporal deformation
both inside and outside of the cell. Major insights are gained through simultaneous
spatiotemporal deformation measurements of cell and ECM, which are explained from
a poroelastic perspective.

4.2

Materials and Methods

4.2.1

Preparation of Fluorescent Particle Labeled Cells

Human dermal ﬁbroblasts were maintained in culture medium (DMEM/F12, Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 2 mM Lglutamine, and 100 μg/mL penicillin/streptomycin. The ﬁbroblasts were cultured up
to the 15th passage in 75 cm2 T-ﬂasks at 37 ◦ C and 5% CO2. By using 0.05% trypsin
with 0.53 mM EDTA, the cells were consistently harvested at 80-90% conﬂuence
between the sixth and ﬁfteenth passages.
Cells were labeled by internalizing 500 nm diameter ﬂuorescent microbeads (Thermoscientiﬁc, CA, USA) according to the protocol developed earlier [51, 57]. Brieﬂy,
the required number of cells were cultured in a petri dish for a minimum of one hour to
attach the cells. Four ml of bare DMEM was mixed with 30 μg human plasma protein
ﬁbronectin (Invitrogen) and 40 μl of microbead stock solution containing 1.5 × 1011
particles/ ml. After keeping the mixture at 37 ◦ C for 10 minutes, this aliquot was
applied on the attached cells and incubated for 3 hours. After incubation, the cells
were rinsed with fresh medium. The cells were then trypsinized and used to prepare
the engineered tissues.
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4.2.2

Preparation of Engineered Tissue (ET)

Engineered tissues were prepared from type 1 collagen gel with the ﬂuorescent
particle-labeled ﬁbroblasts after modifying the method described previously [42, 51].
The ETs were made by polymerizing approximately 120 μl of collagen solution formed
according to the method described in [51] in custom-made circular containers. Once
the gel was partially polymerized, another 30 μl of collagen solution mixed with 10
μm diameter microbeads was added on top of the previously formed gel. Microbeadlabeled ﬁbroblasts were seeded on the polymerized collagen gel. After the cells were
attached, the ETs were cultured in supplemented medium for 24 hours before the
freezing procedure.
The extracellular space was labeled with ﬂuorescent beads of 10 μm diameter. The
intracellular space was labeled with 500 nm diamater beads as explained before. Both
bead types are excited and emit at the same wavelength range (excitation frequency:
475-490 nm and emission frequency: 540-565 nm). However, as the 10 μm beads are
much more intense than the 500 nm beads, to match their intensity the 10 μm beads
were deliberately photobleached before using them to prepare tissue equivalents. The
bead solution was kept under bright white light (GE EKE 21V 150W Lamp)for 15
days to obtain the desired reduced intensity. The intensity reduction is reported in
Figure 4.1 (b) and (c). For ECM level measurement, the diameter of extracellular
domain bead was optimized based on some preliminary experiments which conﬁrmed
that 10 μm beads remain trapped in extracellular space during freezing process.

4.2.3

Directional Freezing of ET

To study the freezing-induced deformation in extracellular and intracelluar domains, the ETs were directionally frozen on a cryostage (Linkam MDS 600, UK) as
described earlier [51]. Brieﬂy, a quartz crucible containing the ET was placed at 2 mm
oﬀset to the silver base of a cryostage. The cryostage was cooled in a way to match
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the temperature history of the ETs at the location of interest with the temperature
history at x = 2 mm obtained by a traditional directional freezing stage [42].

4.2.4

Dual Domain Deformetry

ETs were imaged during freezing using a ﬂuorescence microscope (Olympus BX51,
Melville, NY) with a high-speed CMOS camera (Hispec I, Fastec Imaging, Indianapolis, IN, USA) at 20X magniﬁcation and at 10 msec intervals. The freezing and imaging
procedure was controlled through a LabVIEW VI programmed to correlate the timelapse imaging with measured temperature at the cryostage. The captured images
(Figure 4.1 (a))from high-speed imaging were post-processed to enhance tracing of
individual particles (Figure 4.1 (d)), and the locations of microbeads of both intracellular and extracellular spaces were tracked by image-processing software (Metamorph, CA, USA). These 2D location data given by [Xi (t), Yi (t)] were smoothed by
rejecting any outliers which are associated with artifacts during particle tracking.
Subsequently, using the 2D tracking data, the cell and ECM space (a representative
cell and ECM) shown in Figure 4.1(d) was discretized into triangular elements using
the Delaunay algorithm, as presented in Figure 4.1(e). Triangles that were not part
of the cell or the tracking region of ECM, or which were very thin characterized by
high aspect ratio, were rejected. The aspect ratio of the accepted triangles was less
than 2 . The spatiotemporal deformation of each triangular element was quantiﬁed
by computing the invariants using the method described in Chapter 2. Brieﬂy, for
each triangular element, the deformation gradient tensor (F) and left Cauchy-Green
tensor (B) were computed from the tracking data of the triangle vertices. Subsequently, the principal stretch ratios λ1 and λ2 were computed as the square root of
the eigenvalues of (B). The principal stretch ratios are the measure of deformation
along the principal axes of each triangular region. These stretch ratios were used to
further calculate the ﬁrst invariant, as it quantiﬁes the magnitude of local deformation, (Ghosh et al. 2014) irrespective of the direction of deformation I1 = λ21 + λ22 . In
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both domains for each element, the maximum value of ﬁrst stretch invariant, given
by max(I1 ) was taken as the measure of maximum deformation undergone by that
element.
Separately, the Right Cauchy Green tensor (C) was computed from the (F) tensor,
given as C=F·F(transpose). Subsequently, the normal strains and shear strain
of that element were computed from the Lagrangian ﬁnite strain tensor, given by
E= 12 (C-I). The components of E are the normal strains E11 and E22 and the shear
strain E12 = E21 . This newly developed (Dual Domain Deformetry) DDD method is
a modiﬁed version of particle tracking deformtry (PTD) described earlier while PTD
is being applied in both domains.

4.2.5

Tracking Freeze Front Location

The acquired sequential images were cross-correlated at a 0.1 second interval to
estimate the location of freeze front. For the cross-correlation, consecutive pairs of
were divided into 32 × 32 pixels interrogation windows, and were cross-correlated
using commercial particle image velocimetry (PIV) software (DaVis 7.1, LaVision,
Ypsilanti, MI) to determine the freeze front location in each interrogation window.

4.2.6

Statistical Analysis

Experiments were performed more than 3 times. For comparing maximum cell
and ECM deformation, the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test was used. Groups were
considered signiﬁcantly diﬀerent for ∗p < 0.01.

4.3

Results

4.3.1

Image Processing, Triangulation and Freeze Front Tracking

The processed and enhanced images of a representative micrograph are presented
in Figure 4.1 (a) and (d). Many particles that are not well visible in the raw image,
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are distinctly visible and traceable in the enhanced image. The extracellular bead
photobleaching is presented in Figure 4.1 (b) and (c). Over 16 days, mean intensity
of extracellular beads decreased by 85%. Both domains are triangulated to compute
deformation as shown in Figure 4.1 (e). Only part of the larger extracellular domain
is shown. Freeze fronts at diﬀerent time points are presented in Figure 4.2 (top panel),
as obtained from the PIV results (bottom panel). Once the ET is frozen, the vectors
disappear in the frozen region, and vectors can be visible in unfrozen region only as
shown in bottom panel. The boundary gives an approximate estimate of freeze front
location.

4.3.2

Deformation in ECM

Dual Domain Deformetry (DDD) is a modiﬁed version of Particle Tracking Deformetry (PTD) developed earlier. However, PTD was applied to quantify spatiotemporal deformation in the intracellular domain. Feasibility of this method for extracellular deformation measurement is presented in Figure 4.3. The temporal deformation
of some elements which are on the path of the freeze front movement is presented
in (b) for the spatial locations indicated by the colors in (a). From the plot it is
evident that deformation grows with time as the freeze front propagates, sequentially
deforming elements on its way. The deformations are locally inhomogeneous, but the
development of deformation is commensurable with physical phenomena we observe
in the freezing process. For this particular instance, the deformation of the elements
(from left to right) starts approximately at 3, 8, 11, 18, 21, 27 and 30 second. For
elements located on freeze front, the deformation starts simultaneously at 21-24 second for all elements. Also, for most cases, initially the deformation starts increasing
(extension) followed by a decrease below 2 (compression). This type of expansion/
compression pattern matches with the results previously reported using a diﬀerent
PIV based method [42]. Therefore the present method is capable of spatiotemporal
deformation quantiﬁcation of ECM space with acceptable accuracy.
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4.3.3

Deformation in Dual Domain

Deformation in both intracellular and extracellular spaces is presented in Figure
4.4. The freeze front passes from left to right and sequentially deforms the cell and
ECM elements. The ﬂuorescent micrographs qualitatively show (a) the deformation
in cell and ECM characterized by changed distance between ﬁduciary beads. The
deformation characterized by ﬁrst stretch invariant is shown in (b) At 2.5 seconds,
when the freeze front has not touched the cell, deformation starts in cell, probably due
to mechanical imbalance and ﬂuid extrusion from frozen region. At 7.2 seconds, the
cell is highly deformed and the ECM is also deformed. After the freeze front passes
the cell, some parts of the cell recover to original geometry but some other elements
stay deformed. Similar trend is observed in the extracellular matrix too. However,
the intracellular deformation is signiﬁcantly larger than ECM deformation in several
elements. In (c) local normal and shear strains are mapped for 7.2 second. The
pattern of normal strain distribution is similar to ﬁrst stretch invariant pattern, but
the shear strain distribution is opposite. The places,where normal strain is positive
high, shear strain is negative high. This suggests that high deformation is experienced
by the elements located at those regions. From these plots it is also evident that the
intracellular space can reach much higher than 5 % deformation, outside the linear
elastic deformation regime. In ECM the deformation is much smaller as indicated by
strains of only maximum 6-7 %.

4.3.4

Deformation Diﬀerence in Two Domains

Further diﬀerences in the deformation of the two domains are explained in Figure
4.5. In (a), higher value of principal stretch ratio (a vector) is shown. At a given time
point while the freeze front moves from left to right, the ECM deformation is mostly
aligned with the freeze front and its direction is also same as the freeze front direction.
But intracellular deformation is much more variably directed and does not align with
freeze front. This suggests that ECM deformation is mostly freezing induced but cell
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deformation has more complex components than the freezing induced deformation. In
(c), (d) and (e) deformation of some cell elements and contiguous ECM elements are
presented from diﬀerent datasets. They show that ECM deformation is signiﬁcantly
lower, mostly varying between max(I1 ) = 1.7 to 2.3, while the cell deformation may
reach to much higher value of max(I1 ) = 10 or much lower value of min(I1 ) = 1. All
cell elements do not necessarily involve large deformation but there are signiﬁcant
number of elements which undergo large deformation as shown in (b), averaged over
multiple datasets. Figure (b) shows that cell deformation is signiﬁcantly higher than
the ECM deformation.

4.4

Discussion

4.4.1

Dual Domain Deformation Measurement

In this chapter a new method is developed which can quantify spatiotemporal
deformation of both intracellular and extracellular spaces. The deformation value
quantiﬁed matches with the value reported previously using diﬀerent methods [42].
It should be noted that the present method is diﬀerent from CID [42] published
earlier. That method used a particle image velocimetry technique that correlated
sequential image frames to compute the deformation rate over regular grids. The
present method uses particle tracking on microbeads, which are ﬁduciary markers
and gives the absolute value of deformation. This method is capable of quantifying
ECM deformation at higher magniﬁcations on a local spatial scale, while CID method
can quantify ECM deformation at small magniﬁcation, and the resultant deformation
data was an average over larger spatial scale. The inherent technique used here enables
us to measure both extracellular and intracellular deformation. The limitation of the
present method is that it cannot be directly applied to cells which are embedded
inside the ECM. That will result in overlapping mesh of ECM and cell, which needs
to be resolved by mathematical techniques to quantify ECM deformation. Also, with
given bead size, we cannot have higher resolution of ECM deformation pattern and
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therefore we cannot quantify the exact deformation locally at the cell-ECM interface.
Using diﬀerent material for the ECM, which results in smaller pore size, we should
be able to compute ECM deformation at higher spatial resolution.

4.4.2

Cell ECM Mechanical Hierarchy

The nature of deformation found from this study indicates the presence of a hierarchical mechanical structure from ECM to cell. The signiﬁcant diﬀerence between
cell and ECM domain deformation in terms of direction and magnitude indicates
that the propagation of force from ECM to cell is not straightforward as predicted
by continuum mechanics. The ECM deformation is aligned to freezing direction but
cell deformation direction is much more random. This is probably caused by local
deformation behavior at cell-ECM interface. The cells are not continuously attached
to the ECM. Rather the local ’hotspots’ of the CMAC are the potential regions for
mechanical force transmission, and those cause the cell to deform in variable directions. The magnitude of cell deformation is also signiﬁcantly higher, probably due to
the same reason. Though the mechanical properties of cell and ECM are comparable,
the deformation diﬀerence suggests that the local CMAC attachments are the regions
through which mechanical deformation propagates, and based on the nature of those
attachment points, local deformation in the cell can be largely magniﬁed. This large
diﬀerence in deformation can lead to cell detachment as reported previously in chapters 2 and 3. The local inhomogeneity in cell deformation direction also conforms with
previously reported local non-aﬃnity of cells. When the ECM is stretched in a given
direction, cells deform in random directions notwithstanding the ECM deformation
direction caused by local non-aﬃne cell attachment. Demonstration of such cell ECM
structural hierarchy that transmits mechanical force is a new insight found from this
study. Fluid ﬂow also may have an important role here. In ECM, the pore size is
much larger than cell level pore size. This may cause higher degree of hindrance of the
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ﬂuid in cell than in ECM. This may also cause higher hydraulic pressure on cellular
structures, that may result in higher deformation in cell.

4.4.3

Concluding Remarks

The method developed in this research can be applied to other physiological systems which occur at slower rate, e.g. cell migration and wound healing. This method
can be extended to three dimensions also. In 3D, beads can be tracked both in
and outside the cell. Subsequently, 3D element based deformation can be computed
inside and outside cells. From the extracellular data and cell peripheral location,
traction force on cell surface can be computed, which can be correlated with deformation diﬀerence inside and outside the cell. Therefore modiﬁcation of this method
can have signiﬁcant contribution on probing general tissue engineering processes and
other physiological processes.
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(a)

(b)

50 μm

(c)

Day 0

Day 10

Day 12

Day 16

(e)
(d)

Fig. 4.1. (a) Raw image showing cell attached on collagen matrix.
Cells are loaded with 500 nm size beads while extracellular matrix is
loaded with 10 μm size beads. The ECM beads are deliberately photobleached over 16 days as shown in (b) to make them comparable to
smaller beads by intensity. (c) shows the drop in average intensity of
a bead. (d) Through image processing, images were enhanced to visualize more beads in extracellular space as shown in (d). Using those
bead locations, both extracellular and intracellular domains were discretized to generate triangular mesh of the dual domain as presented
in (e). Note that cells were cultured on the ECM. (scale bar: 20 μm).
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t = 3 sec

t = 18 sec

t = 33 sec

Fig. 4.2. Crosscorrelation of images by particle image velocimetry can
be used to estimate the location of freeze front. The top panel shows
the ﬂuorescence micrographs. The bottom panel shows the results of
PIV that was used to estimate the location of the freeze front (shown
in top panel).
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Fig. 4.3. Transient deformation pattern in ECM space as revealed by
particle tracking deformetry. The freeze front passes from left to right.
The color codes in (a) show the spatial locations in ECM. The deformation grows sequentially in contiguous spatial locations as shown by
same color in (b). For a location on freeze front (perpendicular to the
horizontal color tabs), the deformation grows at almost same time (c).
The deformation is characterized by ﬁrst stretch invariant.
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t = 7.2 sec

(a) t = 2.5 sec

t = 13.2 sec

50 μm

(b)

(c)
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E11 , E12 , E22
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Fig. 4.4. As freeze front passes through the ET, both ECM and cells
deform sequentially (a). Green dotted line marks the approximate
location of freeze front.(scale bar: 20 μm) Dual domain deformetry
reveals the spatiotemporal deformation pattern of intracellular and
extracellular spaces. The deformation is quantiﬁed by ﬁrst stretch
invariant(b) at same time points the ﬂuorescent images are shown.
Strains of both domains are reported in (c) for one time point, 7.2
seconds. Left panel shows ﬁrst normal strain, middle panel shows the
shear strain and right panel shows second normal strain. As observed
from the ﬁgure, intracellular deformation is signiﬁcantly higher than
extracellular deformation. The intracellular deformation is in ’large
deformation’ regime while the ECM spaces are subjected to ’small
deformation’.
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(b)

1

*

Maximum I1

(a)

50 μm

(c)

Cell element 1

(d)

Cell element 2

ECM

Cell
(e)

ECM element 1

ECM element 2

Fig. 4.5. (a) For a given time instance (7.2 second), principal deformation direction for both domains is shown (red arrows for ECM
domain, yellow arrows for cell domain). The direction and magnitude shows the principal direction of deformation quantiﬁed by the
stretch ratio (λ). Extracellular space deformations are aligned with
freeze front direction while intracellular space deformations are more
randomly oriented(scale bar: 20 μm). (b) Maximum deformation
in ECM space is signiﬁcantly lower than intracellular space (n = 4
datasets) (∗p < 0.005). Temporal evolution of intracellular and extracellular spaces together shows that cell level deformation is significantly higher and varies over time. Presented for three sets (c), (d),
(e). ECM deformation is relatively ﬂatter and lower in magnitude.
The elements from contiguous cell and ECM elements are chosen.
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5. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
5.1

Conclusion and Summary
Probing cell-level mechanical parameters has been actively pursued in the last

two decades. But the intracellular deformations are still very diﬃcult to measure in
both small length and time scales. Currently available methods to study cell mechanics include diverse array of methods as discussed in chapter 1. However, the major
limitations of those methods lie in the fact that all of them are applied for cells in
isolation or on glass substrates, which is much diﬀerent from the actual physiological
environment where the cells are embedded in the complex ECM. The traction force
microscopy technique estimates force and deformation at the cell surface from the
ECM deformation pattern through mathematical techniques, but is limited to application to cells in ECM. The particle tracking deformetry (PTD) method developed in
this research can provide the capability to measure rapid intracellular deformation,
and is potentially applicable to cells in a matrix. The method described here can
have broader application in probing intracellular deformation patterns and characterizing cellular mechanical parameters and mechanotransduction during physiological processes, namely cancer metastasis, vasculogenesis, wound healing and matrix
mechanics-dependent stem cell diﬀerentiation.
The results of the present study have implications in addressing the challenges of
tissue-type dependent cryo-technology protocols. The poroelastic parameters, namely
stiﬀness and hydraulic conductivity, can be adequate for designing the freezing strategy as indicated in Chapter 2. The cell-ﬂuid-matrix interaction during tissue freezing
is a complex biophysical phenomenon where cell-matrix adhesion, the mechanical
properties of the cell, osmotic transport, and interaction of the mechanical structures
with interstitial ﬂuid are closely intertwined. The results of this work combined with
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previously published literature indicates that though osmotic transport is an important paramater for cells in suspension, for cells in tissue, structural and mechanical
paradigms are more important. The present work may lead to better understanding of
this process which is relevant in more general tissue engineering applications beyond
tissue cryo-technologies, and in physiological processes where cell-matrix interaction
and the poroelastic behavior of cells play important roles.
The dual domain deformetry (DDD) technique developed in this thesis shows the
hierarchical deformation in cells and in extracellular space. It is known that cells are
connected to the ECM through numerous molecules, which act as a mechanical link
between the two domains. The deformation and force propagation through this hierarchical structure is an elusive phenomenon. The present research indicates a large
mismatch in local deformation between the two spaces, which conﬁrms the hierarchical deformation behavior in biological systems. The method itself is new because
this is the ﬁrst research attempt to simultaneously measure the intracellular and extracellular deformation and compare them. This can also lead to new imaging and
analysis strategies to probe deformation and force propagation from ECM to cell and
vice versa, which can be applicable in many tissue engineering and physiological processes. The results of the present research combined with previous research endeavors
explain the role of diﬀerent mechanical parameters on cytoskeletal destruction and
cell viability.
In conclusion this research created new methodologies to probe cellular and extracellular matrix deformation in situ and showed its eﬃcacy in one tissue engineering
related problem, freezing of biomaterials. A mechanistic insight of the biophysical
phenomenon of cell ﬂuid ECM interaction is obtained through this study. Several
unanswered questions regarding physical understanding of this complicated process
are answered through this research that can be useful for rational design of F/T
protocol of biomaterials.
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5.2

Future Work
Several future research works can be derived as the result of this work. The present

work builds the necessary tools that can be applied to answer several other questions
applicable in other physiological and tissue engineering processes. On the other side,
in the cryobiology area, it opens up new questions to be answered.
The methods developed in this work can be applied to other physiological processes e.g. cell migration, vasculogenesis to probe the mechanical cues responsible
in those process. For slow processes like those, it is easier to get the z component
information from confocal microscopy and derive the three dimensional strain and
stress distributions if mechanical properties are known. However some caution must
be observed to apply the present method to those slow process. Cell and matrix
remodeling may change the deformation states in and outside cell and that must be
incorporated in the modiﬁed method.
The hierarchical poroelastic nature in the cell and its microenvironment can be
used to design further experiments to probe the connections between the cell and
matrix and between cytoplasm and nucleus. Some immediate research problems are
as follows.
1. How the cell responds to the detachment from ECM. Is there a way through
which cells can recover? Does it start any apoptosis pathway that kills the cell?
2. How the local cytoskeletal structure responds to the deformation. Does it create
any local chemical pathways that strengthen the local structure or further deteriorate
the structure?
3. What happens to the nucleus during freezing. Does the cell die by direct
mechanical deformation in the nucleus or the destruction is initiated at cytoskeletal/
matrix level?
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A. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
A.1

Experiment Protocol

To perform a cell deformation/ Matrix deformation measurement experiment successfully, the following steps should be followed.
1. Turn on the Prior Optiscan to control the z drive.
2. Turn on the ﬂuorescent lights and microscope light.
3. Align the High speed camera for desired freeze front direction imaging.
4. Open Metamorph to control the ﬁlter. It can be controlled by ImageJ Micromanager too.
5. Turn on the Linkam controller.
6. Open the Labview console.
7. Load the freezing proﬁle and run. Start Imaging.
8. Stop imaging based on triggers.

A.2

Labview Console for Control

This appendix consists of a demonstration of how the custom made Labview
program works to image using High speed camera while cooling the stage using a
given temperature history. The program has the capability to trigger the high speed
camera when a desired temperature is reached. Or it can be manually triggered too
on the user’s wish. When opened, the Labview program looks like as shown below in
Step 1.
Step 1: The program is opened. This is the view before the program is started.
One can check the start time of cooling, trigger time, current time and current temperature. The triggering temperature can be saved or manually triggered. There
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is an option to load the desired temperature proﬁle which is prepared a priori as a
Linkam *.pro ﬁle.
Step 2: Set the trigger temperature. Start the program. Load the temperature
proﬁle. In the following ﬁgure the temperature is now showing. The proﬁle is being
showing. The start time and present times are displayed. The elapsed time is also
displayed. The proﬁle has not been started yet.
Step 3: The proﬁle is on. The cooling is being done. Camera is not triggered
yet.
Step 4: The triggering is done once the temperature reached −21 ◦ C (not necessarily same in actual proﬁle). The trigger time is now being shown. Note that the
start time ﬁeld is not changing with time. It is ﬁxed once the cooling is started. We
can now save the temperature vs time data in an excel ﬁle. Press the Stop and save
data button.
Step 5: Save the data when prompted and give ﬁle name. It will be saved as an
excel ﬁle.
As we know the frame rate of high speed camera, pre trigger frames, post trigger
frames (all preset using Hisped software), we can directly get the array containing
time-temperature-image.
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Fig. A.1. Labview Console Step 1
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Fig. A.2. Labview Console Step 2
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Fig. A.3. Labview Console Step 3
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Fig. A.4. Labview Console Step 4
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Fig. A.5. Labview Console Step 5

Fig. A.6. Sample temperature proﬁle: lower freezing rate
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B. POSTPROCESSING DETAILS
B.1

Postprocessing of Tracking Data

During tracking of microbeads, artifacts are induced, because 1) tracks jump from
one particle to another 2) tracking window lags the particle movement. In both cases,
the modiﬁed paths are dragged to actual particle while tracking. To correct those
artifacts the following is used. The displacement rate (for both x and y direction)
is computed. During sudden jump, the displacement rate drastically changes from a
baseline value. The displacement was linearly interpolated near the time where the
displacement rate was greater than speciﬁed value. This smooths the particle tracks
signiﬁcantly as demonstrated by the following ﬁgures. The following Figures B.1 and
B.2 are shown for ECM.

B.2

Details of Deformation Computation

The ﬂowchart in Figure B.3 explains the details of deformation calculation step
by step. This is applied in the source code reported in appendix D.
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Fig. B.1. Initial paths after tracking

Fig. B.2. Final paths after track correction
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C. VALIDATION OF DEFORMATION CALCULATION
Deformation calculation based on vertices of triangular elements are veriﬁed applying
the code on theoretically generated points in 2D. It is shown through the following ﬁgures, that translation and rotation are cancelled by the method and only deformation
component is captured. This is true for both curvilinear and rectilinear translation.
Eﬀect of noise is also tested.
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D. SOURCE CODE FOR DEFORMATION
CALCULATION
Following are the source codes of cell deformation calculation. Functions reported
have more features, which are disabled. They can be enabled on demand.
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The following MATLAB source code does the initial triangulation and
fixes those points for further triangulation in later time steps.
function [ tri,xcoord,ycoord] = funinitialtriangulation(prompt)
%This program does the initial triangulation based on all initial
%coordiante given.
% After that it saves the image of the triangulated cell with node numbers
% on it.
for i=1:prompt
str=int2str(i);
a1='x';
a2='y';
b='.txt';
var1=strcat(str,a1,b);
var2=strcat(str,a2,b);
fid=fopen(var1);
C=textscan(fid,'%f');
fclose(fid);
aa=C{1};
fid=fopen(var2);
D=textscan(fid,'%f');
fclose(fid);
bb=D{1};
matrix(i,1)=aa(1);
matrix(i,2)=bb(1);
xcoord(i)=aa(1);
ycoord(i)=bb(1);
end
tri=delaunay(xcoord,ycoord);
triplot(tri,xcoord,ycoord,'r')
axis equal
for i=1:prompt
str=int2str(i);
var=str;
text(xcoord(i),ycoord(i),var,'Fontsize',6);
end
% xlabel('in micrometer')
% ylabel('in micrometer')
axis([-50 350 0 350])
axis equal
% title('triangulated cell showing mesh structure')
saveas(gcf,'triangulation.tiff')
close(gcf)
% Display the triplets in columnar format. Should be saved as a text file
% for later use
xcoord
ycoord
end

Fig. D.1. Source code for triangulation
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The following MATLAB code computes the deformation in triangular elements.
function
[time,I1,I2,Lambda1,Lambda2,xS,yS,AF,I1dot,I2dot,Lambda1dot,Lambda2dot,J,Poro
sity,Voidratio,xlambda1,ylambda1,xlambda2,ylambda2,Ecauchy] =
funregionaldeformation()
%This funsction does the regional deformation calculation for individual
%elements. Many parameters can be calculated from this code. Some settings
%need to be changed in first few lines
%
After computation the data is passed to the main function
%reading the text file and arranging
[xAp]=textread('xAp.txt','%f');
[xBp]=textread('xBp.txt','%f');
[xCp]=textread('xCp.txt','%f');
[yAp]=textread('yAp.txt','%f');
[yBp]=textread('yBp.txt','%f');
[yCp]=textread('yCp.txt','%f');
fps=100;
poro_init=0.68;
%deltat setting from speed of camera (in fps)
fp=fps;
deltat=1/fp;
Iunit=[1 0;0 1];
%matrix manipulation
aa=xAp(1);
xAp=[aa
xAp];
aa=xBp(1);
xBp=[aa
xBp];
aa=xCp(1);
xCp=[aa
xCp];
aa=yAp(1);
yAp=[aa
yAp];
aa=yBp(1);
yBp=[aa
yBp];
aa=yCp(1);
yCp=[aa
yCp];

%total time setting
xA=xAp;
yA=yAp;

Fig. D.2. Source code for deformation computation page 1
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xB=xBp;
yB=yBp;
xC=xCp;
yC=yCp;

%matrix manipulation
num=size(xA);
timetotal=deltat*(num(1)-1);
time=[0:deltat:timetotal-deltat];
I1=[];
J=[];
I2=[];
I3=[];
I1bar=[];
I2bar=[];
xS=[];
yS=[];
AF=[];
Lambda1=[];
Lambda2=[];
Porosity=[];
Voidratio=[];
Ecauchy=[];
for i=1:timetotal*fps
X1=xA(1);
x1=xA(i);
X2=xB(1);
x2=xB(i);
X3=xC(1);
x3=xC(i);
Y1=yA(1);
y1=yA(i);
Y2=yB(1);
y2=yB(i);
Y3=yC(1);
y3=yC(i);

SIDEA=((X1-X2)^2+(Y1-Y2)^2)^0.5;
SIDEB=((X2-X3)^2+(Y2-Y3)^2)^0.5;
SIDEC=((X3-X1)^2+(Y3-Y1)^2)^0.5;
PERIMETER=(SIDEA+SIDEB+SIDEC)/2;
AREA=(PERIMETER*(PERIMETER-SIDEA)*(PERIMETER-SIDEB)*(PERIMETER-SIDEC))^0.5;
sidea=((x1-x2)^2+(y1-y2)^2)^0.5;
sideb=((x2-x3)^2+(y2-y3)^2)^0.5;
sidec=((x3-x1)^2+(y3-y1)^2)^0.5;
perimeter=(sidea+sideb+sidec)/2;
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area=(perimeter*(perimeter-sidea)*(perimeter-sideb)*(perimeter-sidec))^0.5;
af=area/AREA;
xs=(x1+x2+x3)/3;
ys=(y1+y2+y3)/3;
An=Y1*(x2-x3)+Y2*(x3-x1)+Y3*(x1-x2);
Ad=Y1*(X2-X3)+Y2*(X3-X1)+Y3*(X1-X2);
A=An/Ad;
Cn=X1*(x3-x2)+X2*(x1-x3)+X3*(x2-x1);
Cd=Y1*(X2-X3)+Y2*(X3-X1)+Y3*(X1-X2);
C=Cn/Cd;
Dn=Y1*(y2-y3)+Y2*(y3-y1)+Y3*(y1-y2);
Dd=Y1*(X2-X3)+Y2*(X3-X1)+Y3*(X1-X2);
D=Dn/Dd;
Bn=y1*(X2-X3)+y2*(X3-X1)+y3*(X1-X2);
Bd=Y1*(X2-X3)+Y2*(X3-X1)+Y3*(X1-X2);
B=Bn/Bd;
F=[A C;D B];
Ft=F';
B=F*Ft;
in1=trace(B);
j=det(F);
Bsq=B*B;
C=Ft*F;
ecauchym=0.5*(C-Iunit);
ecauchy=ecauchym(2,1);
tr=trace(Bsq);
in2=0.5*(in1^2-tr);
in3=det(B);
in1bar=in1/(j^(2/3));
in2bar=in2/(j^(4/3));
[vector,lambdas]=eig(B);
theta1=atan(vector(2)/vector(1));
theta2=atan(vector(4)/vector(3));
lambda1=sqrt(lambdas(1));
lambda2=sqrt(lambdas(2));
xlambda1=lambda1*cos(theta1);
ylambda1=-lambda1*sin(theta1);
xlambda2=lambda2*cos(theta2);
ylambda2=-lambda2*sin(theta2);
porosity=(j-1+poro_init)/j;
if j<=0.33
porosity=0.03;
end
voidratio=porosity/(1-porosity);
I1=[I1 in1];
J=[J j];
I2=[I2 in2];
I3=[I3 in3];
I1bar=[I1bar in1bar];
I2bar=[I2bar in2bar];
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Lambda1=[Lambda1 lambda1];
Lambda2=[Lambda2 lambda2];
xS=[xS xs];
yS=[yS ys];
Porosity=[Porosity porosity];
Voidratio=[Voidratio voidratio];
Ecauchy=[Ecauchy ecauchy];
AF=[AF af];
end
I1dot=[];
for i=1:(num-2)
i1dot=(I1(i+1)-I1(i))/deltat;
I1dot=[I1dot i1dot];
end
aa=I1dot(1);
I1dot=[aa I1dot];

I2dot=[];
for i=1:(num-2)
i2dot=(I2(i+1)-I2(i))/deltat;
I2dot=[I2dot i2dot];
end
aa=I2dot(1);
I2dot=[aa I2dot];
Lambda1dot=[];
for i=1:(num-2)
lambda1dot=(Lambda1(i+1)-Lambda1(i))/deltat;
Lambda1dot=[Lambda1dot lambda1dot];
end
aa=Lambda1dot(1);
Lambda1dot=[aa Lambda1dot];
Lambda2dot=[];
for i=1:(num-2)
lambda2dot=(Lambda2(i+1)-Lambda2(i))/deltat;
Lambda2dot=[Lambda2dot lambda2dot];
end
aa=Lambda2dot(1);
Lambda2dot=[aa Lambda2dot];

end
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The following MATLAB code draws the surface plot at different time points.
Time1=Time;
%take care of bad triangles
XS1=XS';
XS1(:,14)=[];
YS1=YS';
YS1(:,14)=[];
deltat=1/fps;
% %
tInvariant1=Invariant1';
%remove data for bad triangle
tInvariant1(:,14)=[];
tInvariant2=Invariant2';
tECauchy=ECauchy';
tTime=Time';
numx=size(tInvariant1);
numy=numx(1);
%
%
% % %for principal strain 1
%

mkdir('time lapse cell Invariant1 ')
fpat='time lapse cell Invariant1';
fnam60='image';
fnam80='.tiff';
var11='Time=';
var13='sec';

for i=1:10:numy
XXS=XS1(i,:);
YYS=YS1(i,:);
STInvariant1=tInvariant1(i,:);
TTime=deltat*(i-1);
cal=i-1;
fnam70=int2str(cal);
fnam90=strcat(fnam60,fnam70,fnam80);
var12=num2str(TTime);
var9=strcat(var11,var12,var13);

set(gcf,'Visible','off');
plot3(XXS,YYS,STInvariant1,'.-')
tri2=delaunay(XXS,YYS);
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plot(XXS,YYS,'.')
h=trisurf(tri2,XXS,YYS,STInvariant1);
% axis normal
X=XXS';
Y=YYS';
Q=STInvariant1';
F = TriScatteredInterp(X, Y, Q,'natural');
tix = 75:1:225;
tiy = 90:1:230;
[qx,qy] = meshgrid(tix,tiy);
qz = F(qx,qy);
surf(qx,qy,qz);
axis equal
az=0;
el=90;
view(az,el);
shading interp
caxis([1 4])

colorbar EastOutside
axis off
title(var9)
saveas(gcf,[fpat,filesep,fnam90])
close(gcf)

end
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The following is the main program for cell deformation measurement, written
in MATLAB
%First, bring all the raw text files of tracked paths (for all beads).
%Number them as you want. The files should have the name convention
%data1.txt,data2.txt and so on...
%IMPORTANT: check the fps in regionaldeformation program
%input time: provide number of datasets, frmaes per second during imaging and
%lens zoom
prompt=input('Enter the number of datasets (number of beads traced) to be
processed: ');
fps=input('Enter the frames per second used during imaging: an integer
number: ');
zoom=input('Enter the lens used for imaging: 40 or 20: ');
correc=input('Enter the y directional size of image: ');
%The following function generates individual text files for each point
%you should get files named 1x.txt,1y.txt,2x.txt and so on....
% textfilesgeneration(prompt,zoom,correc);
% There are many blocks. Based on which quantity is required, part of the
% code can be made on or off
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------%once the individual x and y coordinate files of each node is filed, it is
%time to do initial triangulation. In this part, the triangulation is done
%with nodes visualized on it

[tri,xcoord,ycoord]=funinitialtriangulation(prompt);
tri
xcoord
ycoord
trisize=size(tri);
number=trisize(1)
%-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------%generation of plot for each triangular segment
%make the folder
mkdir('time
mkdir('time
mkdir('time
mkdir('time
mkdir('time
mkdir('time
mkdir('time
mkdir('time
mkdir('time
mkdir('time
mkdir('time
mkdir('time

lapse
lapse
lapse
lapse
lapse
lapse
lapse
lapse
lapse
lapse
lapse
lapse

invariant1 images')
invariant2 images')
Ecauchy images')
lambda1 images')
lambda2 images')
invariant1 rate images')
invariant2 rate images')
lambda1 rate images')
lambda2 rate images')
area fraction images')
porosity images')
voidratio images')
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mkdir('time lapse j images')
mkdir('datafiles')
mkdir('Invariant1 data files')
mkdir('Ecauchy data files')
mkdir('Invariant2 data files')
mkdir('Lambda1 data files')
mkdir('Lambda2 data files')
mkdir('Invariant1 rate data files')
mkdir('Invariant2 rate data files')
mkdir('Lambda1 rate data files')
mkdir('Lambda2 rate data files')
mkdir('Area fraction data files')
mkdir('time lapse invariant1 images with extrema')
mkdir('Invariant1 new rate data files')
mkdir('time lapse invariant2 images with extrema')
mkdir('Invariant2 new rate data files')
mkdir('time lapse lambda1 images with extrema')
mkdir('Lambda1 new rate data files')
mkdir('time lapse lambda2 images with extrema')
mkdir('Lambda2 new rate data files')
mkdir('porosity data files')
mkdir('voidratio data files')
mkdir('j data files')
mkdir('xlambda1 data files')
mkdir('ylambda1 data files')
mkdir('xlambda2 data files')
mkdir('ylambda2 data files')
Time=[];
XS=[];
YS=[];
Stretch1=[];
Stretch2=[];
Stretch3=[];
Max=[];
Invariant1=[];
Invariant2=[];
TInvariant1=[];
TInvariant1rate=[];
TInvariant2=[];
TInvariant2sq=[];
Largeenergy=[];
TLargeenergy=[];
Shearstrain=[];
Stretchx=[];
Stretchy=[];
Area=[];
Initialarea=[];
Finalarea=[];
AreaF=[];
ECauchy=[];
Maxtinvariant1timesarea=[];
Maxtinvariant2timesarea=[];
Maxtinvariant2sqtimesarea=[];
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Mintinvariant1timesarea=[];
Mintinvariant2timesarea=[];
Mintinvariant2sqtimesarea=[];

fileID=fopen('elementparameter.txt','w');
b11='element,I1max,I1min,I2max,I2min,Lambda1max,Lambda1min,Lambda2max,Lambda2
min,I1dotmax,I1dotmin,I2dotmax,I2dotmin,Lambda1dotmax,Lambda1dotmin,Lambda2do
tmax,Lambda2dotmin,AFmax,AFmin';
fprintf(fileID,'%c',b11);
fprintf(fileID,' \r\n');

for i=1:number
ac=tri(i,:);
ap=ac(1);
bp=ac(2);
cp=ac(3);
strap=int2str(ap);
strbp=int2str(bp);
strcp=int2str(cp);
a1='x';
a2='y';
a3='.txt';
avar1=strcat(strap,a1,a3);
avar2=strcat(strap,a2,a3);
avar3=strcat(strbp,a1,a3);
avar4=strcat(strbp,a2,a3);
avar5=strcat(strcp,a1,a3);
avar6=strcat(strcp,a2,a3);
copyfile(avar1,'xAp.txt')
copyfile(avar2,'yAp.txt')
copyfile(avar3,'xBp.txt')
copyfile(avar4,'yBp.txt')
copyfile(avar5,'xCp.txt')
copyfile(avar6,'yCp.txt')
fnam1='~';
fnam2='~';
fnam3='invariant1.tiff';
fnam4='invariant2.tiff';
fnam201='ecauchy.tiff';
fnam88='area fraction.tiff';
fnam92='lambda1.tiff';
fnam93='lambda2.tiff';
fnam70='porosity.tiff';
fnam71='voidratio.tiff';
fnam74='j.tiff';
fnam5=strcat(strap,fnam1,strbp,fnam2,strcp,fnam3);
fnam6=strcat(strap,fnam1,strbp,fnam2,strcp,fnam4);
fnam89=strcat(strap,fnam1,strbp,fnam2,strcp,fnam88);
fnam94=strcat(strap,fnam1,strbp,fnam2,strcp,fnam92);
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fnam95=strcat(strap,fnam1,strbp,fnam2,strcp,fnam93);
fnam72=strcat(strap,fnam1,strbp,fnam2,strcp,fnam70);
fnam73=strcat(strap,fnam1,strbp,fnam2,strcp,fnam71);
fnam75=strcat(strap,fnam1,strbp,fnam2,strcp,fnam74);
fnam202=strcat(strap,fnam1,strbp,fnam2,strcp,fnam201);
fnam90=strcat(strap,fnam1,strbp,fnam2,strcp);
gap=';';

[time,I1,I2,Lambda1,Lambda2,xS,yS,AF,I1dot,I2dot,Lambda1dot,Lambda2dot,J,Poro
sity,Voidratio,xlambda1,ylambda1,xlambda2,ylambda2,Ecauchy]=funregionaldeform
ation;
% % %you are there!!!!!!! visualization by plots

fpat1='time lapse invariant1 images';
set(gcf,'Visible','off');
plot(time,I1,'o')
hold on
xlabel('time (in seconds)')
ylabel('invariant 1')
title(fnam5)
saveas(gcf,[fpat1,filesep,fnam5])
close(gcf)

fpat203='time lapse Ecauchy images';
set(gcf,'Visible','off');
plot(time,Ecauchy,'o')
hold on
xlabel('time (in seconds)')
ylabel('Cauchy strain')
title(fnam202)
saveas(gcf,[fpat203,filesep,fnam202])
close(gcf)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

fpat2='time lapse invariant2 images';
set(gcf,'Visible','off');
plot(time,I2,'o')
hold on
xlabel('time (in seconds)')
ylabel('invariant 2')
title(fnam6)
saveas(gcf,[fpat2,filesep,fnam6])
close(gcf)
fpat20='time lapse invariant2 rate images';
set(gcf,'Visible','off');
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

plot(time,I2dot,'o')
hold on
xlabel('time (in seconds)')
ylabel('invariant 2 rate')
title(fnam6)
saveas(gcf,[fpat20,filesep,fnam6])
close(gcf)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%THIS IS A CRUCIAL BOLCK
fpat21='time lapse invariant2 images with extrema';
set(gcf,'Visible','off');
I2s=smooth(I2,50);
plot(time,I2s,'o')
hold on
[ymax,imax,ymin,imin] = extrema(I2s);
plot(time(imax),ymax,'r*',time(imin),ymin,'g*')
xlabel('time (in seconds)')
ylabel('invariant 2')
title(fnam6)
saveas(gcf,[fpat21,filesep,fnam6])
close(gcf)
timematrix=[(time(imax))';(time(imin))'];
ymatrix=[ymax;ymin];
matrix=[timematrix ymatrix];
matrix=matrix';
[Y,I]=sort(matrix(1,:));
B=matrix(:,I);
numy=size(B);
number=numy(2);
timenew=B(1,:);
ynew=B(2,:);
Bdot=[];
for in=1:number-1
bdot=(ynew(in+1)-ynew(in))/(timenew(in+1)-timenew(in));
Bdot=[Bdot bdot];
end
maxI2rate=max(Bdot);
minI2rate=min(Bdot);
space=',,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,';
b='.txt';
oldFolder = cd('Invariant2 new rate data files');
var1=strcat(fnam90,b);
fid = fopen(var1, 'w');
fprintf(fid, '%f \r\n', timenew');
fprintf(fid, '%c \r\n', space);
fprintf(fid, '%f \r\n', ynew');
fprintf(fid, '%c \r\n', space);
fprintf(fid, '%f \r\n', Bdot');
fprintf(fid, '%c \r\n', space);
fprintf(fid, '%f \r\n', maxI2rate);
fprintf(fid, '%f \r\n', minI2rate);
fclose(fid);
cd(oldFolder)
%%%%%%%%%%%CRUCIAL BLOCK FINISHED
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%% saving the data files
b='.txt';
oldFolder = cd('Invariant1 data files');
var1=strcat(fnam90,b);
fid = fopen(var1, 'w');
fprintf(fid, '%f \r\n', I1);
% fprintf(fid, '%f \r\n', I1max);
% fprintf(fid, '%f \r\n', I1min);
fclose(fid);
cd(oldFolder)
b='.txt';
oldFolder = cd('Ecauchy data files');
var1=strcat(fnam90,b);
fid = fopen(var1, 'w');
fprintf(fid, '%f \r\n', Ecauchy);
% fprintf(fid, '%f \r\n', I1max);
% fprintf(fid, '%f \r\n', I1min);
fclose(fid);
cd(oldFolder)
%

Time=[Time;time];
Invariant1=[Invariant1;I1];
Invariant2=[Invariant2;I2];
XS=[XS;xS];
YS=[YS;yS];
AreaF=[AreaF;AF];
ECauchy=[ECauchy;Ecauchy];
delete('xAp.txt')
delete('yAp.txt')
delete('xBp.txt')
delete('yBp.txt')
delete('xCp.txt')
delete('yCp.txt')
%
fnamnew=strcat(fnam90,gap,strI1max,gap,strI1min,gap,strI2max,gap,strI2min,gap
,strLambda1max,gap,strLambda1min,gap,strLambda2max,gap,strLambda2min,gap,strI
1dotmax,gap,strI1dotmin,gap,strI2dotmax,gap,strI2dotmin,gap,strLambda1dotmax,
gap,strLambda1dotmin,gap,strLambda2dotmax,gap,strLambda2dotmin,gap,strAFmax,g
ap,strAFmin,gap,strmaxI1rate,gap,strminI1rate,gap,strmaxI2rate,gap,strminI2ra
te,gap,strmaxLambda1rate,gap,strminLambda1rate,gap,strmaxLambda2rate,gap,strm
inLambda2rate);
%
fprintf(fileID,fnamnew);
%
fprintf(fileID,' \r\n');
end
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% fclose(fileID);
%
% absTInvariant1rate=abs(TInvariant1rate);
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

% Initial and final area of a cell: writing the values
sumInitialarea=sum(Initialarea);
sumFinalarea=sum(Finalarea);
fileID=fopen('Initial and final area.txt','w');
area1='Initial area';
area2='Final area';
fprintf(fileID,'%c',area1);
fprintf(fileID,' \r\n');
fprintf(fileID,'%f\n',sumInitialarea);
fprintf(fileID,' \r\n');
fprintf(fileID,'%c',area2);
fprintf(fileID,' \r\n');
fprintf(fileID,'%f\n',sumFinalarea);
fprintf(fileID,' \r\n');
fclose(fileID);
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E. SAMPLE DEFORMATION CALCULATION
The following ﬁgures shows the triangulation of a representative 2D cell with vertex
numbers and time lapse ﬁrst invariant calculation for all elements. Based on the high
aspect ratios of triangles, some elements result in high values, which were discarded.
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Fig. E.1. Representative cell data page 1
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Fig. E.2. Representative cell data page 2
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Fig. E.3. Representative cell data page 3
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Fig. E.4. Representative cell data page 4
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Fig. E.5. Representative cell data page 5
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Fig. E.6. Representative cell data page 6
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Fig. E.7. Representative cell data page 7
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